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ABSTRACT

To compete in the global marketplace, companies need to embrace virtual design and
manufacturing methods. Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) embodies both the workflow
processes and tools to bring forth products from conception to design to fabrication to service to
decommissioning, and to eventual recycling. In response to the growing demand for engineers and
technicians with these critical skills, colleges and universities should introduce these virtual tools
through seminars, software workshops, and computer laboratory sessions. Some of the
opportunities in the PLM Center at Clemson University include short courses on PLM practices,
focused software training sessions, hands-on exploration activities, and research projects. The
participants across campus include creative inquiry students, capstone design classes, graduate
researchers, and community outreach for K-12 students. Through these interactions, participants
will gain insight into the challenges and opportunities with virtual engineering processes and
software. The recent worldwide pandemic has demonstrated the need for engineers skilled in
virtual design methods to enable the digital design, manufacturing, and support processes to occur
in, and remote of, the workplace.
Computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided engineering (CAE) methods embody the
software tools that bring forth products from conception to design. A variety of packages are
available, which allow for the progress of a product to be tracked and detailed changes to be made
along the way. One complex product currently designed using CAE software is a natural gas fired
turbine for electrical power generation. In these thermo-dynamic rotational systems, blade cooling
using internal forced airflow is vital to withstand the operating temperatures in the combustion
chamber. Accordingly, ribbed surface disruptors, known as turbulators, are placed inside the
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turbine blades to promote air mixing to help remove heat from the hot surfaces. Three CAE
patterning features will be examined to create these turbulators with evaluation metrics based on
the execution speed, accessibility, accuracy, adaptability, and relevance. The numerical case study
results revealed that the face pattern method was the most suitable option with productivity time
improvements of 5% in comparison to the feature and geometry pattern approaches. The feature
pattern method proved to be viable for smaller modeling changes which require significant detail.
However, the geometry patterning method did not show any indications of being a usable option
over the others in any scenario tested.
To prepare the next generation of engineers for these PLM processes and software tools, a
PEER & WISE workshop module has been created for students to engage with these virtual
concepts. In these four-day, 90-minute sessions, middle school students will learn about
engineering design processes, fundamental engineering and science concepts, and CAD software.
They will create virtual mechanical components using CAD software, while hands-on tasks will
enable the creation of mechanical assemblies using discrete components to demonstrate the
functionality of gears and drivelines. To assess the student experience, a survey was created and
submitted for IRB approval. The pandemic created a unique situation for these prepared sessions
as students could not participate right away, however, they will be offered in the future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Virtual Engineering
The primary objective of this research is to investigate the new advancements in ComputerAided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) as well as provide learning
opportunities on some of the product capabilities. Virtual engineering has become a major factor
in manufacturing and design companies’ development processes to improve upon the product
creation by increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of innovation. This type of engineering
approach allows designers to use tools such as simulation and optimization to perform different
types of analysis on their geometric models. The largest advantage to come from the virtual
engineering phase is the capability of product changes to be simplified. As it stands now, designers
are capable of making several different changes to a design once an analysis is completed. If a
finite element analysis produces results that show certain areas of the model have weaknesses, a
designer can go back to the original model and update those specific parts without having to create
an entirely new figure. In Figure 1, the modeling iterations of a design engineer are shown.

Figure 1.1: Iterations a Design Engineer goes through to create a final product [1]
1

There are several steps that are involved in the design process and without virtual engineering
tools, this process would be extremely long. By using the software tools that are offered online,
designers can decrease their design times using the capabilities that are provided at their fingertips
[1]. These tools are used the most in the analysis & design, testing, and evaluation phases. The
analysis and design phase are one of the most important because this is where the planning and
ideas of a product become a reality. If all goes well in this stage, the product can be deployed to
the manufacturing stage where it will be created to sell to the consumer. However, because of the
capabilities of virtual engineering, the testing and evaluation stages of product development can
go along with the analysis and design since the software being used can do specific analytical tests.
However, even though the integration of virtual tools has created a substantial difference in the
way product are created, there are still some challenges that need to be addressed.
1.2 Virtual Engineering Challenges
As more companies are integrating virtual engineering into their business model, challenges
continue to rise. The more designers that utilize the software tools that are available the bigger the
challenges since the complexity of the products is going to increase with such high-end software.
The first challenge deals with the testing and analysis of the software. As the demand for complex
and high-end products increases, so does the difficulty to run testing around the geometrical makeup and quality of each product [2]. The computing power required for these tests to be as detailed
as possible is tremendous, which for some companies is not even a possibility as they do not have
the technological advancements capable of handling such test. Without the possibility of doing
such high-quality testing, the performance rating of a product could decrease detrimentally to the
point where it cannot compete in the market that it is meant to. There is ultimately a technological
race that is in progress from each manufacturing and design company to see who can create the
2

highest quality product in the most efficient way. At the rate the market is going, the smaller
competitors will be crushed due to their testing and analysis capacity.
Another challenge that the virtual engineering system has to deal with is the use of functional
and perception models. Functional models will show the user how the details will correlate and
work together while the perceptional model gives the mathematical dimensions which shows the
user how everything will fit together. With the increasing popularity of robotics and self-driving
vehicles, the design engineering approach has also become more difficult [3]. Not only do
engineers have to create the parts up to the company standards, but they also must account for
wear and tear of mechanical loops. These loops are what allows different parts of the product to
move freely in order to self-drive itself or in some instances walk. Not only do the parts being
created have to withstand constant motion, they also have to go through rigorous failure mode and
failure-tolerant behavior analysis. This in turn creates a bigger emphasis on the quality of the
product as well. The products also must communicate with sensors and actuators as well in order
to pass the safety procedures of the end goal. Incorporating the optimization of these actuators into
the design phase is extremely difficult because the circuitry associated is extremely complex and
can only be installed in a specific way. This means that if the model is off by any slight margin,
the manufacturers may not be able to use it since it will not meet the sensor or controller
requirements. The software system is also not capable of creating such detailed changes so the
designer may have to guess the best geometry to incorporate into the model to verify its usage
ability. Advancements in software detail would be the next step for virtual engineering systems as
the variety of needs for its usages increases, as shown in Figure 2.

3

Figure 1.2: Example of challenges with virtual engineering [4]
The next virtual engineering challenge deals more with product lifecycle as well as the people
involved in the design process. Due to the variety and increased demand for products to be created
virtually in order to undergo testing and simulations, there are typically several designers working
on a single product. This involves and immense amount of collaboration which in turn could lead
to miscommunications and design issues. The integration of the virtual engineering platform is not
simple and requires an extremely dedicated workforce and company in order for it to be successful.
The software compatibility is one of the biggest issues that the virtual design world is facing as
not every company has integrated the latest and most up to date software [5]. This causes a lack of
efficiency and production as each model has to be converted into a compatible file in order to be
processed by any group that is not directly associated to the beginning stages. Not only is this a
4

time-consuming process, but it could also prove dangerous as the files could potentially misread
as they are downloaded from platform to platform causing the wrong information to be either
printed, simulated, or even manufactured. This challenge also limits the development time which
is something that is supposed to be improved upon by using this software. However, research has
shown that as more virtual engineering systems are integrated into the workforce, the more
compatible each one becomes with one another.

1.3 Research Activities
This research was founded on the premise of two primary objectives, the first being the
integration of product lifecycle management into the university classrooms and laboratories as
well as into primary schooling for future engineers. As the need for engineers with the skillset to
use the new virtual engineering software’s increases, the demand for students to get in as much
early learning as possible is key. This research found ways to not only incorporate the software
usage and knowledge into the engineering curriculum, but also introduces the concepts of product
lifecycle management to the students as well. Product lifecycle is gaining ground in the same way
that virtual engineering is, and integrating both of these tools into students is a great way for them
to stand out when it comes time for them to enter the workforce. The other part of this research
coordinates the usage of these high-end software and ideas into that of primary school students to
get acclimated to what could potentially lie ahead if they choose the engineering route. This
material is part of PEER/WISE which is an organization that brings in primary aged students as a
summer camp to the university to allow them access to such software’s and virtual learning as
shown in Appendix A. Not only will the short classes teach students about the fundamentals of
engineering, but they will also give them hands on experience into what engineers do on a daily
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basis, shown in Figure 3. The goal of both strategies is to start the learning process of the future of
engineering early to give these students the best opportunities possible later in life.

Figure 1.3: Example project for the PEER/WISE students
The second stage of the research stemmed from an issue related to the software involved in the
virtual engineering platform. One of the challenges that was giving manufacturers and designs a
hard time was the concept of change updates. There is a patterning method incorporated into the
modeling software which gives the user the ability to create duplicates of a certain model onto a
separate geometry. The issue is that there are three different patterning platforms and each do the
same, however depending on the update that needs to be done one may be superior to the other.
6

The goal of the research was to test the three patterning platforms and compare them to one another
using a common analysis between them all. The model being patterned would be a turbulator rib
which is a small bump located inside of a turbine blade. The rib would be patterned on a flat plane,
curved plane, and rounded plane in order to span the results across several geometrical
possibilities. Each test would be timed to find which one took the longest to populate and then
compare to the capabilities related to that specific patterning method, shown in Figure 1.4. At the
end of the computer simulation, a clear patterning method would be chosen to use in change update
applications as well as the reasoning behind it.

Figure 1.4: Example of the patterning process while running
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1.4 Organization of Thesis
The presentation of the information will start with Chapter two which discusses the
incorporation of Product Lifecycle Management into the classroom. This chapter will discuss how
the classes are organized in the current engineering curriculum and where the PLM course structure
could be generated into a manageable workload for students based on the current classes each year.
From there, a discussion of the background of what PLM is and how it can be used to advance
different businesses will be analyzed and examples given of how some bigger practices have
already begun the transition. The PLM center is the next topic which is as specific room that can
be added to a universities engineering department where the main focus is to advance the current
and future students’ knowledge of the software’s related to PLM. Next, a discussion of the learning
materials that will be used in the PLM center will give a description of just what the students will
be learning in the four different sections. Finally, chapter two will look at two different graduate
level research projects that are being conducted in the PLM center and how they are associated
with the new curriculum and current problems in the industry.
Chapter three will discuss the current research project related to the virtual engineering. It will
begin with the background of the challenges companies are facing with the software regarding
patterning. From there, it will go into the testing procedure of how the different patterning methods
were used in order to create a controlled analysis of their capabilities. Each test was completed in
the same manner and will be discussed in further detail. Finally, the chapter will talk about the
results and use radar plots to compare the analysis done for each of the patterning methods to one
another and conclude if there is one that outperforms the other and in which applications.
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Chapter four will conclude the paper with a discussion on the next possible steps for further
research on CAD/CAE capabilities. This chapter will also discuss future recommended research
to expand on the concepts associated with this paper and will also give a brief overview of the
Appendices located at the end of the paper. Appendix A contains the materials used in the
PEER/WISE educational summer program for students. Appendix B is a survey for students to fill
out at the completion of the PLM learning sessions to assess the workshop and what could be
improved. Appendix C is extra CAD/CAE models used to create the testing process for the case
study located in chapter three.
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II. APPLICATION OF PRODUCT LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT IN THE UNIVERSITY
CLASSROOM AND LABORATORY

2.1 Introduction
Product Lifecycle Management, otherwise knowns as PLM, has emerged as an essential
process and tool suite for a wide range of companies across the globe [6]. The adoption of digital
design and manufacturing processes can accelerate the product development cycle and enable
greater product functionality and features. The growing use of PLM worldwide has generated a
need for engineering and technology graduates with basic knowledge and experience in this area.
By integrating the software and accompanying process paradigms into the curriculum and/or
offering supplemental PLM software workshops, students can join the work force ready to
contribute with their virtual designs [7]. Companies will be able to depend on recent graduates to
immediately step into more responsible technical roles due to a background in PLM software and
strategies. Not only will this benefit students as they will be able to integrate themselves into the
company quicker, but, businesses will be able to provide entry level hires with greater
opportunities to help the enterprise. An emphasis on PLM skills should increase global
competitiveness [8]. The economic success of a company can benefit the workers, community,
and stakeholders, and begins with the availability of a talented workforce.
The Bachelor of Science Mechanical Engineering (BSME) curriculum at Clemson University
currently uses different software packages to introduce students to Computer-Aided Design
(CAD), computer programming, numerical simulations, and experimental data acquisition [9]. As
shown in Figure 2.1, student software use includes MATLAB, NI LabView, Siemens Simatic, and
SolidWorks. During the freshman year, the basic features of SolidWorks and MATLAB are
covered. Sophomore year, the students learn how to create PLC ladder logic code using Simatic
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and increase the sophistication of MATLAB algorithms. By junior year, the required courses
involve MATLAB coding so that the students can now apply their software knowledge to
engineering design problems and simulation projects. Senior year, the students apply the skills
they learned thus far to their project oriented and capstone design courses. As Figure 1 shows,
space may exist to implement PLM concepts as well as select software packages each year through
PLM software workshops for interested students.

Figure 2.1: Summary of computer software in the BSME Curriculum at Clemson University and
possible insertions of PLM concepts and software tools.
The introduction of PLM materials into the undergraduate Mechanical Engineering program
can strengthen the computer skills and virtual design process knowledge of students. Freshman
would learn about PLM concepts with concepts seminars that offer an overview of digital
processes. Sophomore year continues with concept seminars now focused on graphical concepts
plus a CAE software package. By junior year, students will have an understanding of how different
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graphical concepts can enhance the usage of PLM and work with another CAE software. In their
senior year, when the students complete design projects, deeper learning opportunities will exist
due to their background with different software tools and participation in non-graphical concept
seminars. Overall, the students should be better prepared for virtual engineering protocols and
tools.
When reviewing the literature, product lifecycle management education opportunities has been
offered at various academic institutions [10, 13, 14]. Purdue University (W. Lafayette, IN) offers
a certificate program with three courses (30 hours of content each) on digital product definition,
product data and configuration management, and enterprise-based PLM [12]. Oakland University
(Rochester, MI) prepares students for Industry 4.0 by requiring the use of PLM software tools in
their existing Industrial and Systems Engineering Department courses, as well as four specific
PLM application courses [15]. An interesting effort has been the K-12 STEM outreach to provide
experiential learning. Mid-Michigan Community College (Harrison, MI) provides technology
students with CAD/CAM/PLM topics based on a variety of common industry software packages.
Product lifecycle management is offered at Chattahoochee Technical College (Marietta, GA) as
part of the logistics and supply chain management. Centennial College (Toronto, Ontario, Canada)
offers a combined project management and PLM course that introduces students to these concepts
within a manufacturing context. Lastly, the Cape Peninsula University of Technology (Cape Town,
South Africa) hosts the PLM Competency Center to train students, technicians, engineers and
others on these processes and tools.
In this paper, the PLM learning materials and hands-on PLM software workshop topics will be
introduced. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes PLM, what
it is used for, and how it can affect companies in a positive way. Section 2.3 discusses the PLM
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Center that has been launched at Clemson University. Section 2.4 presents the PLM materials,
which are grouped into the categories of fundamental concepts, digital product development, nongraphical concepts, and finally, graphical concepts. Section 2.5 examines how these PLM concepts
may be shared with K-12 students using hands on activities and focused PLM software workshops.
Section 2.6 offers two research projects that explore PLM, while Section 2.7 concludes the paper.
The Appendix contains the seminar and workshop student assessment survey.

2.2 Product Lifecycle Management – Processes and Tools
Product Lifecycle Management is a strategic software umbrella that integrates a variety of
different computer tools together to streamline and bolster product development and business
management. An underlying PLM strength is the premise of seamlessly integrating and allowing
information to be produced, recorded, and stored for later retrieval by stakeholders as shown in
Figure 2.2. In some ways, PLM may be considered an operating paradigm as it incorporates not
only the design and possible automatic manufacturing of a product, but also accommodates supply
chain management, accounting, field data, etc. that can be used or stored by any sector of the
company so that it is available for those who need access. The PLM system has the potential to
vastly improve a company’s ability to innovate, get products to market faster, and reduce human
errors throughout the process [6]. Since this approach is so encompassing, it can become
challenging to observe its benefits on a localized level. However, with the corporate work force
using a common platform, a company has more control overall across departments. Time delays
can be reduced as all data can be rapidly retrieved. For business and manufacturing companies to
succeed in competitive environments, stakeholders need to adopt PLM processes and tools. Again,
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embracing a standardization from start to finish by technical, manufacturing, and business staff
will allow for organized compatibility between sectors and enables digitization for the future.

Figure 2.2: Visual display of the product lifecycle from concept to decommission.
For the PLM approach to work effectively, team members must adopt the virtual process and
associated tools with databases. The system challenges encompass both the technical aspects of
change as well as the people who will be dealing with the new approach [8]. PLM tracks and logs
all modifications to a product as it goes through each phase, whether that be with the engineers,
marketing team, accountants, sales groups, and anyone else that has a hand in the creation or
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maintenance [16]. In future situations, those changes can be easily retrieved. This approach enables
a post mortem review and opportunity to build upon the design when considering the next
generation. For PLM to be fully implemented, it should be introduced into all phases of the
company and approved as the standard. By digitizing and working to automate processes, a
company can increase productivity and production. Training and networking (refer to Figure 2.3)
opportunities will help workers better understand the role and opportunities that lie ahead for PLM.

Figure 2.3: PLM networking event where engineers, business leaders, and educators gather to
share PLM ideas and directions.
From an engineering standpoint, PLM is beneficial as it allows designers to meet required
standards and provide specifications for other departments when creating the given product. In the
engineering stage, PLM should be implemented as early as possible in the creativity and design
tasks leveraging marketing data [16]. The design, analysis, and testing cycle often iterates multiple
times before final approval. Ideally, design and development engineers should interact with the
product information to properly capture the products operational space and features [6]. Remember
that PLM systems support the changes and updates that occur during the planning and design
phases and allows them to build upon older successful designs as well as revert back to previous
15

releases. This rapid flexibility allows for the accommodation of different production methods and
supply chain materials to help make the manufacturing system as economical as possible. To
manufacture a product, engineering and technology students need a background in geometric
dimensioning and tolerances (GD&T). Further, the transition from virtual design to production
begins with an STL file, which is then converted to a G-Code using a slicer platform and uploaded
into the additive process (e.g., 3D printer) or CNC machines. The continued advancements with
computer aided manufacturing enable companies to bring digital processes to the factory floor.

2.3 PLM Center
Clemson University recently launched the PLM Center for education, research, and industry
outreach. Undergraduate and graduate students, as well as industry engineers/technicians, can
immerse themselves in the PLM software and processes through class supplements and available
PLM software workshops. These learning sessions offer focused training with PLM concepts and
technology in the dedicated Computer Laboratory or virtually online. A three-credit hour Creative
Inquiry course, for interested STEM students, explores in greater detail the available software
packages and their application to vehicle design. These software packages have been generously
donated by vendors for academic use. The research activities in the PLM Center help support the
academia-industry partnership which addresses common core applications and events. The
projects deal with general topics of interest to multiple stakeholders. Further, demonstrations offer
industry officials insight into the benefits of virtual engineering tools that can assist with their
products. The industrial consortium provides a pathway in which regional companies have access
to the education, research, and design advancements at the university and partner technical
colleges.
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2.4 PLM Learning Materials
The guidance from industry PLM practitioners has emphasized the importance in
understanding the underlying processes as well as the software. As shown in Figure 2.4, PLM 1.0
provides an introduction to what Product Lifecycle is and an overview of the various components
that contribute to virtual processes. The digital production phase, PLM 2.0, covers product design,
data preservation, additive manufacturing, and data analytics. The graphical concepts in PLM 3.0
present computer graphics such as drafting, engineering design, simulation and optimization, and
geometric fit. Finally, the non-graphical concepts in PLM 4.0 include project management,
handling of product and manufacturing data, engineering change and approval sequence, and the
change management process. Together, these four libraries help the student establish a firm
understanding of virtual processes and integration opportunities with these tools.

Figure 2.4: Inventory of PLM learning materials (*available content).
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The PLM learning materials will be explored in further detail to offer insight into the primary
elements of digital environments. As mentioned earlier, PLM 1.0 provides an overview of the
entire process including computer-aided design (CAD), -engineering (CAE), and -manufacturing
(CAM), as well as engineering data management (EDM) and digital manufacturing (DM) design
capabilities. This section starts with PLM 1.1 and a review of past, present, and likely future design
practices within the context of product manufacturing. PLM 1.2 examines the digital components
associated with product cycles and offers an overview of the advantages to each element and their
corresponding role. From there, PLM 1.3 explores the main PLM functional areas which deal with
how businesses can integrate themselves into the design process which leads to improved
collaborations and interactions between engineers, product managers, and stakeholders to establish
core features of the project. Finally, PLM 1.4 considers putting PLM into practice through the
creation of virtual products in which students specify the main traits and recommend appropriate
processes and tools. Once the foundation is established, the digital production tools are presented
in PLM 2.0. Module PLM 2.1 introduces digital workflow processes into existing engineering and
manufacturing systems to show how digitalization aligns with existing methods. PLM 2.2 manages
data preservation and security when transitioning to digital workflow spaces; this process is
rigorous and incorporates challenges that are solved by partnering with information technology
specialists. Additive manufacturing and 3D printing of parts from existing G-code files is
considered in PLM 2.3. The growing availability of additive printers enables parts to be created
layer-by-layer sophisticated from polymers, metals, ceramics, or composite materials. In PLM 2.4,
the application of operating and design simulations are introduced which enables engineers to
harvest trends and design issues through micro and macro examinations of information gained
from data mining strategies.
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Once the groundwork has been establish in PLM 1.0 and 2.0, the graphical and non-graphical
aspects can be discussed to enhance the student’s understanding throughout a product’s life. PLM
3.0 presents the graphical concepts where module PLM 3.1 explores the computer-aided design
(CAD) aspects of a component to illustrate the advantages of creating online models. PLM 3.2
introduces computer-aided engineering (CAE) methods and explains the common product
development practices which allows for greater control throughout the concurrent design cycle. A
deeper

consideration

of

two-

and

three-dimensional

drawings

and

geometric

dimensioning/tolerancing occurs in PLM 3.3 with form, fit, and function in analyzing the nominal
geometry and its allowable variances in the computer-aided model. Finally, PLM 3.4 considers
system simulation of behavior and design optimization. These last materials open up the discussion
of multi-disciplinary systems and system integrations. Lastly, PLM 4.0 covers non-graphical
concepts related to the project managerial processes. PLM 4.1 explores the responsibilities of
project managers with an emphasis on project workflow, scope, requirements, and cost, as well as
risk assessment. PLM 4.2 considers product data management, where students are introduced to
structure configuration management, analysis data management, interoperability, and data
exchange. Example applications of the approval and release process where engineering changes
are explored and how those changes are propagated through the engineering database to pass the
inspection standards are discussed in PLM 4.3. Finally, PLM 4.4, reviews the change management
process including the sequence of completing improvements to the product and evaluating how
those changes have affected the product in either a positive or negative way.
The PLM Center software packages enable students to gain experience, work with prevalent
industry computer tools. The Siemens NX software offers a design, analysis, and change update
virtual environment for products or assembly. The Dassault Systèmes 3D Experience Library,
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specifically CATIA, enables three-dimensional design and analysis for given projects. PLM
software workshop participants will gain experience with each package to create virtual parts.
Through focused short duration concept seminars and PLM software workshops, students and
industry members can gain knowledge and background information on PLM processes and tools.
Each area focuses on a series of activities and principles that are consistent with the typical
application needed in the engineering field, participants will gain insight into how the product
lifecycle management system can be integrated and beneficial in certain aspects. Both on-campus
as well as virtual sessions are possible given the digital nature of the materials.

2.5 K-12 Outreach Materials
To provide community outreach, one effort has focused on the creation of short duration
multiple session PLM software workshop materials for middle school students. These software
workshops build upon engineering principles while offering hands-on activities for a combination
of theoretical and practical applications.
Mechanical engineering is a diverse knowledge field. Mechanical mechanisms were selected
as the focal point featuring gears, transmissions, and propulsion systems. First, students learn
fundamental concepts associated with gears inducing functions, designs, and manufacturing. The
physics behind how a gear works is applied along with the algebraic equations. Next, the students
will engage in gear applications such as a transmission. The general operation of the transmission
with train ratio. The propulsion system will be examined to show how the transfer of rotational
motion with friction enables motion. By the end of the theoretical session, students should be able
to explain what gears are and how they are related to different systems as well as understand how
frictional forces are affiliated with vehicular applications.
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A series of concepts and virtual exercises have been created for CAD/CAE software as shown
in Figure 2.5. The mini-exercises level of difficulty gradually increases each session with the first
activity being about PLM and its related software’s. Next, the NX modeling software is used to
write their names on the back of a pre-existing phone case. In the third module, the students briefly
examine the various computer-aided design and engineering tools and apply it to complete the
activity of placing gears into a pre-existing part. Finally, finite element analysis concepts and tools
are shown and explained for students to get a better understanding of how this feature plays a key
role in the CAD/CAE modeling phases for design engineers. The students create their own beam
using the modeling software and, if time allows, evaluate the strength and weakness of the designs.
Other examples of computer-aided applications will be demonstrated to help individuals gain
insight into the possibilities.

Figure 2.5: Middle school students participating in PLM software workshop.
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The hands-on activities were created to provide students a physical example to accompany the
theoretical and CAD materials. Each hands-on activity will relate to something that was taught
previously as the first activity deals with the assembly of a gear test stand. The students will be
analyzing how different gear sizes change how the system works revealing the concept of torque
and efficiency. Once the students have a grasp of how the gear systems work, they will now create
their own small transmission system to investigate how it works as well as test improvements that
could be made. Next, the students will look into the meshing of gears using a worm gear as the
main driving force in the experiment. This illustrates the differences between worm gears and other
types of gears as they will incorporate different size gears into the system and observe the torque
and rotational changes based placement. The last activity involves friction as students build an
axial vehicle. They will apply different loads to the vehicle and measure the pulling force required
for that car to move. The testing will start with the wheels that have grooves on them, then move
to the smooth surfaced wheels, and finally the wheels will be taken off the system. Each test will
allow for frictional observations to be made based on the force required to move the car from a
stand still position.
At the completion of all three sections, students should better understand the engineers and
their everyday goals that need to be addressed in order to complete their portion of a larger product.
Each detail is specific to a certain aspect of the finished product. If one portion of the project does
not meet the qualified standards, then the production process is slowed. This leads to slower failure
analysis simulations to show whether or not the finished product will meet the needs of the
consumers. If the product fails the analysis, it must go back into the design phase and iterations
are completed to correct the issues.
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2.6 PLM Research Projects
The PLM Center is actively investigating two common-core projects with graduate students.
The first project examines feature design changes and subsequent engineering time impacts as they
cascade through a turbine component. The software package (e.g. NX) was used to create features
in gas turbines and explore reductions in update times for patterning of turbulator tabs. Typically,
there are thousands of turbulator tabs inside a serpentine channel located within a gas turbine blade
to promote cooling, as shown in Figure 2.6 [19]. In a gas turbine, the inlet air is compressed in the
compressors stage, mixed with (natural gas) fuel and ignited in the combustion chamber. Power is
then harvested from the exhaust gas to generate electricity using a generator attached to the rotating
shaft. A portion of the compressed air may be routed through the inside of the blades and surface
holes to cool the blades. The turbulators are flow disruptors to help promote air mixture and
convective heat transfer prior to exiting through the holes into the turbine chamber [19]. The
serpentine surface turbulators can be created through the software using a patterning feature
option. Any changes made to the drawings often require a significant amount of time which leads
to the problem statement of how to decrease the change update time [20]. The software package
offers several different patterning options which will be explored in detail for both linear and
curved surfaces to identify which option is most suitable to implement the changes. Figure 2.7
shows an example of a test model created featuring a curved geometry surface with the patterned
turbulators [21].
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Figure 2.6: Serpentine channel
inside of turbine blade [13].

Figure 2.7: Curved geometry surface with turbulators
patterned using CAD/CAE software for case study.

The second research project investigates a digital twin for a large chiller plant with multiple
campus building on the closed cooling loop. The heating, ventilation, and cooling (HVAC) process
has four main components [18]: refrigerator loop (chiller), condensed water loop (cooling towers),
chilled water loop, and building side loop as shown in Figure 2.8. The overall system features
compressors, pumps, heat exchanges, fans, motors, valves, and a host of sensors. The SimCenter
software package has now applied for the modeling and simulation of the thermodynamic, electromechanical, and fluid features to determine the system temperatures, pressures, and power ratings.
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After verification using operating plant data, the virtual twin will be executed simultaneously with
the operating chiller plant for health monitoring and predictive maintenance [17].

Figure 2.8: Digital twin schematic for a university chiller plant and campus buildings.
The PLM Center serves students, staff, and faculty and regional companies with education
and research opportunities. Product Lifecycle Management seeks to provide a universal platform
where the diversifying software tools, data management and analytics, and business processes
function as a single entity [7]. This will enable South Carolina companies to have access to PLM
resources through the center for evaluations and to join fellow PLM practitioners. Additionally,
these businesses will be able to obtain a visualization of the strength and advantages from PLM
packages. PLM is an emerging industry standard with culture change in companies [15]. The users
of PLM will be prepared for this paradigm shift and thrive in a constantly evolving market.
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2.7 Summary
To remain competitive in the global business world, companies must embrace the digital
design and production methods that are centered around Product Lifecycle Management system.
PLM encompasses both processes and tools as well as their critical role in today’s industrial
landscape. The PLM learning materials including fundamental concepts, digital product
development and graphical/non-graphical concepts, establish a foundation for accompanying
software packages. Overall, these computer tools can digitize tasks for future data retrieval, data
mining, and accelerated design cycles. In this paper, the PLM basics and their integration a BSME
curriculum have been discussed. The PLM Center offers students and industry technical staff a
place to go to gain the knowledge necessary to help their company as virtual engineering becomes
more prevalent. The assessment survey located in Appendix B is administered to seminars and
workshop participants to evaluate effectiveness. Lifelong learning for engineers is critical and
PLM workshops will help them in the 21st century.
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III. EVALUATION OF CAE DESIGN CHANGE UPDATES – A CASE STUDY ON GAS
TURBINE AIRFLOW DISRUPTORS

3.1 Introduction
Global manufacturing and engineering design companies have recognized the advantages of
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) software tools. The
adoption of digital design and additive manufacturing methods can accelerate the development
cycle and enable greater product functionality and reliability. Requirements for faster executing
software are also considered given the growing complexity of design applications and the need for
customizations. Lengthy model change update times can lead to lower production rates as technical
staff members wait. The technology associated with change updates tends to be rather complex as
it allows each engineer-technologist access to any model change. Significant changes may result
in extensive backup time for data due to the extended amount of execution time needed for
computer-aided design tools and models to be as efficient as possible.
In the open literature, CAD/CAE updates have been investigated by corporate engineering
departments and on gas turbine design projects [22-23]. Han and Chen [24] studied the usage of
gas turbines and the critical role that turbulator ribs play in thermal efficiency and power output.
Specifically, the turbine blades rotational motion and how the turbulators ribs may be placed for
better flow along the blade walls were examined. Carter [25] explored the common failures
associated with turbine blades and whether their rotational velocity could cause issues if there
happened to be a build-up of air in certain areas. Tests were performed in support of failure analysis
(how the system could fail safely without significant damage). Other CAD/CAE software studies
were completed in Switzerland with mathematical calculations to automatically parameterize the
models’ dimensions that are deemed highly complex [26]. A test on the CAD/CAE system by
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Teslyuk et al. [27] considered design software’s energy efficiency and time relation to find new
upgrades for user-friendliness and complex geometries. Lastly, Brujic et al. [28] optimized gas
turbines’ various shapes and configurations methodologies to create higher performance
automated loops. Instead of just the specific area being manipulated, these loops carry out changes
to the whole model by orienting the figure in particular ways to allow the changes to be efficiently
added.
The scope of this paper will compare the model update times related to gas turbine turbulator
ribs that are patterned inside blades to help increase the productivity of development cycles and
explore CAD/CAE execution issues. Since there are thousands of turbulator ribs along the channel
walls of the blade, a detailed study would take several hours (and sometimes days) for rib change
updates. Instead, the virtual testing considers three different structural rib platforms to evaluate the
performance in terms of application ease, simulation error, adaptability, end product relevance,
and the execution speeds of both an initial and then scaled model. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. Section 3.2 examines what change updates are, and how they are beneficial
to designers. Section 3.3 discusses what is required for the execution of these updates in the
relevant models. Section 3.4 contains a gas turbine blade-inspired case study in which the
turbulators ribs are patterned using three methods. Section 3.5 offers an analysis of the data, while
Section 3.6 concludes the paper.

3.2 Change Updates in Computer-Aided Design
The availability of CAD software can improve the work responsibilities of design engineers
tasked with complex activities. In earlier times, designers would hand-draw blueprint sketches of
parts for the manufacturing process. Redrawing could take hours or even days because the detailing
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associated with these drawings had to be specific enough for the manufacturers to fabricate.
However, with detail comes the occasional need to change the graphical dimensions and
information. Since a design must frequently pass through several stages of approval in a company
before it is released to start manufacturing, many changes will come about that must each be
approved. Change updates require the designers to go back and erase what they have already
drawn; sometimes, a brand-new drawing for the product feature in question would be necessary.
Redrawing was not only time-consuming but exhausting, which is where CAD software represents
a paradigm shift. It allows engineers to create three-dimensional models and promptly facilitate
updates compared to earlier methods, as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Landscape of depository model changes and updates.
Product changes that occur during the design phase are known as change updates. Change
updates are an essential aspect of product engineering as they enable designers to track design
modifications and convey them to subsequent members of the technical staff [29]. These changes
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occur more frequently during the early design phases as everyone will have their own opinions on
what is right and wrong about the given product. By tracking all changes, clear communication,
and transparency, efficiency will hopefully occur with current and future team members. Each
change associated with a model element may impact the entire digital design. For instance, changes
to the invention may require updates to the accompanying information regarding the plan, such as
product dimensions, supply chain, and manufacturing processes.
An object-oriented approach can simplify the CAD/CAE application that creates and
manipulates the data [30]. Frequently, product changes occur for manufacturing purposes or
supply chain material availability. One emerging idea is the prediction of changes. By doing this,
the database system will be more reluctant to approve automatic changes that are potentially
dangerous to the model itself. These new software features could prohibit inexperienced users from
updating a design when they make a complex change for the system to accommodate. Composing
modifications in the CAD/CAE software prohibits users from unauthorized model manipulates as
any change can be undone permanently. Another advantage is when an addition needs to be placed
into a model, all subsequent users can examine the modifications and access the accompanying
justifying information. Change examinations should not create issues with the final working
product since it is saved in the workspace. Note that changes made to a separate file can be
automatically incorporated as a new version into the existing configurations.

3.3 Requirements for Change Updates
The availability of various changes to designers requires that the different revisions be
addressed with each executed modification. These changes incorporate new and independent
configurations into higher-level composites from the previous revision [30]. The change options
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can guide and assist but not perform the modeling task for the designer. Instead, the designer can
use the available revision tools to their advantage by completing any updates that need to be
addressed for the product to pass the next level of testing. Before the availability of automated
uploading, the user would have to manually upload the revised block into the system to be
retrieved. In other words, the engineer was responsible for initiating the design history updates
when a modification occurred. This process was tedious and impractical because it took time to
configure the product into the correct dimensions. Automatic uploading improves time
management as it occurs throughout the modeling process. Users are no longer responsible for
saving and updating any changes that they, or someone in a separate department, create. Instead,
the automatic saver can trace changes and add them to the same server so that each change is
uploaded for the availability of the entire company.
New technology enables CAD/CAE model updates to be automatically stored on the computer
server for instant access across the network. Further, stakeholders are notified of pending action
items. A collaborative environment exists with the automatic update feature to accommodate
simultaneous contributions from multiple local/distant engineers on design projects. For example,
two engineers collaborate to design a compact mobile robot transmission. One person creates the
planetary gear set while the other designs the support structure with holes and protrusions. Each
individual can immediately view the design progress, allowing for interference and compatibility
issues to be resolved. All workers must adopt the same software toolset and follow established
guidelines and company practices for maximum effectiveness and efficiency. Manual overrides of
the software protocols should be discouraged to prevent the loss of information due to missing
data/time stamps accompanying ownership attributes [23]. As many parts have a long service time,
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future engineers will likely appreciate the details and contact information to inquire about their
applications.

3.4 Case Study – Application of Change Updates on Gas Turbine Turbulators
The selected case study investigates design changes associated with automatic CAD software
for turbulator ribs on gas turbine blades. Specifically, how do the design changes and subsequent
engineering time cascade through a complex component? The NX modeling software will describe
the gas turbine blade features and explore updates for additional reductions. As shown in Figure
3.2, there are thousands of turbulator tabs inside a serpentine channel located within a gas turbine
blade to promote cooling. In a gas turbine, the inlet air is compressed in the compressor stage,
mixed with (natural gas) fuel, and ignited in the combustion chamber [30].
Power is then harvested from the exhaust gas to generate electricity. Portions of compressed
air are routed through the inside of the blades and out surface holes to cool the blades. The
turbulator ribs are flow disruptors to help promote air mixture and convective heat transfer before
exiting through the holes into the turbine chamber. The serpentine surface turbulators are created
through the software using a patterning feature option. Any changes made to the drawings take a
significant amount of time, decreasing the change update time. The software offers several
different patterning options, which are explored in detail for linear and curved surfaces to find the
most suitable choices for implementing changes.
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Figure 3.2: Serpentine channel inside of turbine blade [32].
Examining the characteristics that make up the serpentine channel associated with turbine
blades is a good place to start. The effects of the rib height (which is a bump to help mix air inside
the channel), pitch, and angle of attack on the fully developed average heat transfer coefficient and
friction factor over a wide range of Reynold’s numbers establish the initial process of figuring out
the best orientation for each of the ribs and turbulators [33]. Different orientations and roughness
levels for the ribs are run through testing to see which has the most positive impact on the heat
transfer. An example of a turbulator rib is shown in Figure 3.3. Tests are then calculated at different
angles to determine whether the ribs and turbulators need various placement angles throughout the
serpentine cooling channels. The detailed distributions of the local heat transfer coefficient for
developing the flow in short rectangular channels with rib turbulators are essential. The appropriate
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rib angles for attack must be identified in each track to establish the highest heat transfer coefficient
accompanied by the highest pressure drop. The high heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop
will help obtain the best heat transfer performance for a constant pumping power. With these
complex calculations, numerous change updates to original models will need to be processed. The
heat transfer development is time-consuming because some software cannot make these changes
because the file size is too large to upload. If the software cannot handle this update, the design
engineer must go in by hand and change each rib and turbulator to match the change update
calculated in the previous testing scenarios.

Figure 3.3: Close-up view of a turbulator rib attached to a wall side.
The CAD/CAE software offers three different patterning options, including feature, face, and
geometry. To focus on the design changes, a simplified structure was considered to host the
turbulators. Each update option will be used to pattern a different structure, and then will be
executed to compare which one is best based on the analysis parameters, including execution time.
A time standard of hours:minutes:seconds was selected to uniformly report the results. The three
patterned structures with turbulator ribs can be classified as linear, curved, and cylindrical. The
face of each surface will be selected for the placement and curvature of the turbulators to follow.
After each initial test is run, the turbulator density will be scaled by a factor of five to ten times
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and the metrics compared on this larger scale. To be consistent throughout the simulations, the
same computer hardware and software were used with a FLOPS number of 1425 GFLOPS. The
methodology was also monitored for consistency and completed as follows: First, the platform
surface is created. Second, the geometry of the simulation is identified. Third, the initial turbulator
is applied to the platform surface and a 5mm spacing is entered into the patterning system for each
turbulator. Fourth, the number of patterned turbulators is calculated. Fifth, the patterning method
is selected. Sixth, the simulation is run and the time is recorded for how long it takes the software
to process the selected number of turbulators onto the platform surface.

3.4.1 Test 1 - Linear Geometry with Varied Patterning
The feature pattern method is the most popular mechanism in NX as it offers many details per
Figure 3.4a. This approach makes the existing file size significantly larger, causing more strain on
the system. The entire selected element created is copied from the initial pattern to the others and
requires extensive data. The initial patterning process featured 784 turbulators and took 0:03:30 to
complete without any complications. The number of turbulators was then scaled by ten, as shown
in Figure 3.4b, so now 7840 turbulators are processed. After running this test two separate times,
the results showed that the system would “time out” of the patterning process. An incompletion
error message was received. This message implies that the process would have taken too long to
complete, and the system could not handle the amount of data. This pattern gave high-quality
results by showing greater values in the ease of application, simulation accuracy, and product
relevance; however, it falls short when it comes to high levels of patterning.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.4: Linear Structure - (a) Turbulator rib placed on the surface before
patterning process occurs, and (b) 784 turbulator ribs placed using feature pattern
method per Test 1A.

The face pattern method was tested, as shown in Figure 3.5a, which copies only the front
surfaces and Booleans of the selected fixture. New patterns and changes will not be as detailed
since only the front surfaces copy over from the original model. However, the turbulator ribs are
not attached to the initial linear front, which means that a system would recognize them as separate
entities instead of a whole body. The initial simulation patterned 784 turbulators with the face
method. The generated execution time for those turbulators was 0:00:04.83 and did not produce
any errors. The test was scaled by ten so that the number of patterning turbulators was now 7840.
The generated execution time for this simulation was 0:02:06. The face patterning method
competed with the feature pattern approach in most categories. Both were similar in simulation
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accuracy, adaptability, and relevance of end product; however, even though the execution time
was lower, the ease of application was lacking.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.5: Turbulator rib from Figure 4a was used with the (a) face pattern
method creating 784 turbulators, Test 1B, and (b) the geometry pattern method,
Test 1C.
The geometry patterning approach, shown in Figure 3.5b, copies the drawn object such as

a curve, edge, face, or body. This method does not need to be united to the original model if the
geometry of the new piece is usually something that is attached to another body, which causes the
patterning to become less detailed. The initial test of the geometry pattern was with 784 turbulators.
The execution time was 0:00:06.00 with no reported errors. The second test, scaled by a factor of
ten, produced 7840 turbulators with geometry patterning. The execution time was 0:02:10. This
patterning strategy was the least promising as it showed the lowest performance numbers for the
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ease of application, simulation accuracy, adaptability, and relevance of the end product. The only
comparable performance was the execution time, consistent with the two other patterning tests.

3.4.2 Test 2 - Curved Geometry with Varied Patterning
A curved geometry configuration will be considered next for virtual testing, as shown in
Figure 3.6, with the three different patterning options. The pattern’s initial test will be on one-half
of the curved surface. For the second test, the entire inside surface of the curved surface will be
patterned with the selected turbulators. However, the number of turbulators may vary slightly due
to the movement of the original pattern chosen.

Figure 3.6: Curved geometry model that the turbulators will be placed onto using patterning
options per Test 2.
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The first curved geometry simulation used the feature patterning option. As shown in
Figure 3.7a, this approach is detail-oriented so that the turbulator will be patterned, along with the
datum axis to every new rib. The initial simulation in Figure 7b was feature patterned with 124
turbulators. This execution took 0:00:45.31; however, issues arose as the created turbulators
seemed not to be keeping the correct relevant angle throughout, which would cause a system failure
if this piece were to move into the manufacturing phase. After a scaling factor of ten, the feature
patterning testing was applied to 1240 turbulators on the entire front surface. The execution time
was 2:00:00 which was close to the timing out area of the program. Assessing the method showed
that this type of patterning excelled in both the ease of application and the adaptability; however,
it fell short when it came to the execution time.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: Curved geometry with Feature pattern method - (a), Close-up, and (b) Initial test
(Test 2A).
In Figure 3.8a, the face pattern was tested on the same curved geometry. This patterning
option does not require the amount of detail that the feature option needs. It only needs the surfaces
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of the turbulators to pattern it instead of the datum axis. However, the face pattern can only occur
in one specific direction at a time. The initial simulation patterned 252 turbulators on only half of
the curved surface and took 0:00:56.89; no errors or complications were reported. Scaling the
initial model by a factor of ten, testing the design for the production of 2520 turbulators on the
curved surface was next. The simulation required an execution time of 0:12:00 which incorporated
the patterning of the two halves of the curved surface since the face option does not allow both
halves to be patterned together. The process was then analyzed and rated. The highest
performances came about in the simulation accuracy category and in the relevance of the end
product. In addition, the execution times for both the initial and scaled tests were low.
The geometry patterning option was used in the same initial turbulator position on the
curved surface. The original turbulator geometries were selected for the patterning process, as
shown in Figure 3.8b, which increased the difficulty. The initial patterning test on half the curved
surface created 225 turbulators. This process took 0:02:11 to complete. The protruding ribs out of
the different curved surface areas were recorded as an error in the pattern execution. The test was
then scaled by a factor of ten so that the system now had to produce 2250 turbulators onto the
entire curved surface. This process needed 0:25:00 which accounted for all the turbulators with
two separate patterning’s for each half of the surface. Errors that occurred were consistent with
that of the initial test. When analyzing the geometry patterning performance for this simulation,
none of the categories stood out higher than another.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: Turbulators applied to curved geometry using the (a) Face (Test 2B), and (b)
Geometry (Test 2C) patterning methods

3.4.3 Test 3 - Cylindrical Geometry with Varied Patterning
The last set of tests comes with cylindrical geometry to replicate the rounded insides of a
turbine blade that the turbulators may have to adhere to, as shown in Figure 3.9. A single turbulator
ring was pre-patterned along the bottom of the cylinder for the structural elements to succeed. The
initial ring was created to keep consistency throughout each test, as they all would start from this
point. The initial ring patterning time was pre-recorded and added to the final time of each test to
ensure the encompassment of all computational tasks.
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Figure 3.9: Original cylinder with an example single ring turbulator rib pattern.
The cylindrical test first used the feature method option per Test 3A. The successful initial
ring turbulators were replicated to 450 turbulator ribs for the examination, as shown in Figure
3.10a. The total execution time required for the process to complete was 0:01:27. The test was then
scaled by 5.5, and 2450 turbulators were created, per Figure 3.10b. After the test, the initial ring
execution time was added to the run time resulting in 0:36:59 for the scaled feature method
patterning.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10: Feature patterning method on a cylindrical shape (Test 3A) with (a) – 450 and
(b) 2450 turbulators.

Test 3B was next for the cylindrical geometry system and used the face patterning method for
the turbulator ribs. The initial test was executed using 450 turbulators, as shown in Figure 3.11a.
To complete the patterning, 0:00:17 were recorded, including the pre-set initial turbulator rib ring.
The test was scaled by 5.4, which executed 2450 turbulators ribs inside the cylinder in Figure
3.11b. The scaled test final run time was 0:00:29. The performance standards of these two trials
proved to be far superior to their counterparts in all areas. The quicker execution speeds showed
the most significant difference compared to the other trials. The notable additional advantage that
the face method proved superior was in the simulation error as it caused the least number of issues
during testing.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11: (a) Face patterning method on cylindrical structure - initial 450 turbulators,
and (b) Scaled face patterning method on cylindrical structure - 2450 turbulators per
Test 3B.

For Test 3C, the geometry patterning method was executed and created difficulties based on
the pre-set turbulator ribs geometries. The initial test processed 450 turbulator ribs, as shown in
Figure 3.12a. The execution time was 0:03:55, including the pre-set turbulator rib ring time.
However, a production issue arose as only the geometries were patterned, which meant that the
designer would have to manually change the geometries to solid bodies to eliminate this error. The
test was scaled by 5.54 to produce 2450 turbulators. The execution time took 0:10:06 which
included the timing for the pre-set turbulator rib ring. The same error occurred as the turbulator
ribs geometries were the only thing that patterned, signified by the blue squares in Figure 3.12b.
After the testing, the execution data was analyzed and found to be the least successful when
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patterning the turbulator ribs. Not only did it undergo several errors, but it also took the longest to
execute. The biggest issue with the geometry method was selecting the initial turbulators as each
one had to be chosen individually, which is highly time-consuming.

Figure 3.12: Geometry patterning method on cylindrical shape (a) Initial 450 turbulators,
and (b) Scaled 2450 turbulators per Test 3C.

3.5 Analysis of Data
An analysis of five performance metrics will be considered for the CAD/CAE turbulator ribs
patterning study. A scale of one (poor) to five (excellent) will be applied for quantitative and
qualitative measures. Starting with the ease of application, the ranking will range from one,
meaning that the current testing factors were not quickly manipulable, to five, where the test factors
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were straightforward. The simulation error corresponds to several mistakes during the test, while
five correlates to no errors. The adaptability explores the application’s ability to make easy
changes. For the analytical scale, a one rating means that the application could not make simple
changes, while five represents adaptive change acceptance. The fourth measure relates the
relevance of the end product applied patterning method. The scale correlates to this, with one
representing the end product being utterly different than design intentions while five is highly
accurate as a finished product. Finally, we evaluate the execution speed, or how long the specified
method took to pattern the selected number of turbulator ribs. The scaling ranges one, meaning the
process took over 00:17:00, to five, which took less than 00:00:01. The radar plots in Figures 3.133.15 present the highest metric for each design parameter identified and considered in the various
tests. Conclusions regarding the best patterning option will be made based on the information
gained from the numerical simulations and an analysis of each scenario. The case study results are
also in Table 3.1, which compares each element shape and pattern method.
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Table 3.1 Summary of numerical results exploring element shapes, pattern methods, and the number of turbulators on the model
performance with time in hours: minutes: seconds.
Test
Element Pattern Turbula Generato
Error, I
Increased Generator
Error, II
Shape
Method
tor
r
Turbulato Execution
Number Executio
r Number,
Time, II
,I
n Time, I
II
1A

Linear

Feature

784

0:03:50

Completed

7840

Timed Out

1B

Linear

Face

784

0:00:05

Completed

7840

0:02:06

Incomplete
Processing
Completed

1C

Linear

Geometry

784

0:00:06

Completed

7840

0:02:10

Completed

2A

Curved

Feature

124

0:00:45

1240

2:00:00

Separate Patterning
Sides

2B

Curved

Face

252

0:00:57

2520

0:12:00

Separate Patterning
Sides

2C

Curved

Geometry

225

0:02:11

2520

0:25:00

Separate Patterning
Sides

3A

Cylindri
cal

Feature

450

0:01:27

Not
keeping
relevant
angle
Patterned
separate
sides
Protrusion
of
turbulators
Separate
patterning

2450

0:36:59

Separate Patterning
Connection

3B

Cylindri
cal

Face

450

0:00:18

Separate
patterning

2450

0:00:30

Separate Patterning

3C

Cylindri
cal

Geometry

450

0:03:55

Only
produced
geometry

2450

0:10:06

Produced only
geometry
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The first set of tests examined the linear element configuration for the feature, face,
and geometrical patterning methods. As shown in Figure 3.13, the face patterning method
outperformed the other two methods with some of the highest ratings for the execution
speeds while coming in a close second in terms of the ease of application, simulation
accuracy, adaptability, and relevance of end product. The feature method showed the most
promising results when looking into the end product’s ease of application, simulation
accuracy, and relevance. The feature method offered the most detail, which led to
improvements in each of these categories. However, because of the detail, the execution
speeds of the patterning were relatively longer. On the other hand, the geometric patterning
method produced the lowest performance in each of the categories.

Figure 3.13: Tests 1A-1C; radar plots of the linear element shape in six design metrics.

The second series of testing considered a curved element shape for automatic
patterning. As shown in Figure 3.14, the feature patterning method offered promising
performance in the areas of ease of application and adaptability. For instance, the user was
able to select an entire object to pattern instead of multiple entities. However, the feature
method fell short in execution speeds because of the detail that this option needs to
generate. The face patterning method seemed to be the best choice for the curved element.
It lead in the simulation accuracy, relevance of end product, and execution speed categories
and came a close second in the other two. The geometry patterning method was last for the
curved element with the lowest performance in each category. It did not compare well as a
viable option to resolve the problem.
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Figure 3.14: Tests 2A-2C; radar plot of the curved element shape.
The last test series considered a cylindrical element shape that mimics the inside of a
turbine blade channel. As before, the feature method was tested first and proved to be a
plausible option for the ease of application, simulation accuracy, adaptability, and
relevance of end product options (refer to Figure 3.15). The feature option allowed for the
initial ring of turbulators to be selected simultaneously to increase patterning abilities.
However, when examining the execution speeds, the most prominent issues arose during
Test II, which is scaled by a factor of 5 to 10, causing the execution time to rise
tremendously due to the increased number of turbulators. The face patterning method
showed higher capabilities with improved performance in each category; it also had the
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fastest execution speeds, which designers would desire. However, the face method showed
lower performance than the feature option in the ease of application and adaptability
category because the turbulators on the initial ring had to each be selected before the
patterning could commence. This option is a time-consuming process but still has a lower
execution time than the feature method to process all the changes. Lastly, the geometry
patterning method showed the most inferior performance in each category except execution
speed II. This happened because the geometry that needed selecting does not work well for
this shape. The designer must choose each piece of geometry on the initial ring of
turbulators for the system to create a pattern sequence for the created turbulator ribs. This
process is time-consuming, but if changes are made to the turbulators, the designer would
have to go in again and reselect all the geometries to update the pre-existing pieces.
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Figure 3.15: Tests 3A-3C; Radar plots for the cylindrical element shape.
To summarize, the face pattern method offers the most viable and user-friendly option.
The feature pattern approach comes in at a close second for specific applications but gives
the longest run time to avoid. When it comes to the face pattern method, even though some
categories lack perfect execution, the system makes up for it in the amount of time required
to complete the patterning process on any shape type. On the other hand, the geometry
patterning strategy showed the least likely to be used unless the operation in question is
simple since the execution speeds for this solution remained higher than the feature pattern
method in specific scenarios. The face patterning approach, which was the most compatible
for each system, showed that it could reduce the patterning time that would typically take
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several hours to minutes. This selection of the proper modeling method could save
designers an immense amount of time as a change that usually takes several days to
complete could take several hours instead.

3.6 Summary
To remain competitive in the global business world, companies must embrace the
digital design and production methods centered around computer-aided design and
computer-aided engineering. CAD and CAE encompass both processes and tools and play
a critical role in today’s engineering design landscape. The design software still has some
settings that could be improved upon to make it more friendly. Overall, these computer
tools can digitize tasks for future data retrieval, data mining, and accelerated design cycles.
This paper explores three patterning methods are three element shapes to evaluate a wide
range of uses and overall performance. The face patterning method offered the best general
trade-offs and merits consideration by design engineers. Lifelong learning and continuous
improvements in the software will help engineers in the 21st century create more complex
designs to solve challenges facing our planet.
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IV. Conclusion and Future Work
1. PLM Center and Case Study Results
Both the PLM Center and case study results met the objectives they were intended to.
The PLM center is now in the process of being incorporated into the engineering
curriculum and gives students the opportunity to advance their virtual engineering
skillsets. The logo for representing and marketing the PLM center is shown in Figure 4.1.
As of right now, students have the option of going to one of the many PLM seminars that
are being offered in the PLM center to learn about the advantages they would gain by
engaging themselves in this type of paradigm. The survey in Appendix B is going to take
the students input and apply it to the center to be able to improve it for future users which
is what the main goal is. The more that students are involved the broader the horizon
becomes for what can be achieved and especially what projects can be brought to light
for students to get as much hands on experience as possible before they graduate.

Figure 4.1. Clemson University PLM center logo.
As discussed in chapter three, the case study was a success in terms of finding a
solution to the issue of extreme patterning lead times. The results were promising in that
the face patterning method showed to be the most pre-dominant when it came to
patterning the most broad and general geometries onto any given surface. However, this
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does not mean that the feature and geometric patterning methods should never be
considered for future applications as shown in Figure 4.2. As the radar plots show, each
method has both its strengths and weaknesses depending on the type of patterning that
needs to be completed. The analysis that was done shows each of the methods usage
capabilities depending on the type of application. For example, for smaller more detailed
patterning the feature method would be the most plausible but for just geometric
patterning the geometry method would be used. However, in the end each method could
be used in any situation depending on the capabilities of the user and their preferences for
details.

Figure 4.2: Application for the turbine blade turbulator patterning.
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2. Future Work
The PLM center has a wide variety of growth that could be incorporated into this type
of paradigm. The main goal is to bring this type of structure and curriculum to every
engineering department in the country through the universities and their connections to
larger corporations. The idea behind this would be to expand the usage of the PLM idea
and allow for it to grow not only in the university setting but to also grow in the working
world as well. The more companies that introduce this method into their business practices
the better the overall performances and university partnerships there will be. The second
part of the expansion work bring this type of technology and learning practices to primary
schools throughout the country. By introducing and teaching younger students about the
practices of engineering the more intrigued they will become about pursuing this career
path. This will also expand the learning abilities of younger generations as online learning
and usage is starting to have an extreme amount of growth due to the worldwide pandemic.
The earlier these students can be introduced into this complex business platform the more
well-rounded of a student they could become no matter their career choices.
The case study could be expanded by analyzing other areas of the software that are not
common for engineers to use, as well as expanding this same simulation to other CAD
options. There are a variety of different applications that the virtual engineering software
has to offer, however there is never enough time to figure out what each application does
and which platform is best. This could be a major work for someone as the more that is
learned about each software the easier it is to be incorporated into the working force. The
goal of virtual engineering is to make the design process simpler, but if the highest level of
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simplicity comes from an application that many are unsure of then the end goal has no
reason. Several different case studies have been discussed to further study the
advancements that these software’s can provide, as listed below.
(1) Apply change pattern to gas turbine blade – The current study only considered simple
geometries and the work should be expanded to higher complexities. As the difficulty of
the types of shapes that can be patterned, the easier the design engineer will be able to make
updates to a model.
(2) Apply change pattern to other areas of a turbine blade – Once the patterning methods
are enabled for both simple and complex geometries, the knowledge can be used for other
areas of a gas turbine. The larger the scope of patterning capabilities there are on a model,
the more efficiently the production process can occur.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: PEER WISE LEARNING MATERIALS

A.1. Peer Wise Day 1

A1.1. Classroom Theory
Learning Objectives
•

Explain the operation of mechanical gears

•

Understand the relationship between mechanical torque and speed

•

List the advantages of various gear designs
Background

The focus will be Fundamental Machines and the theories behind how they work
•

Physics background on how a gear works

•

Variety of gears and their applications

•

Equations to calculate the velocity, torque, and train ratio relationships

What is a gear? What is its purpose?
•

Gears are often featured in mechanical systems
that have rotating parts to it

•

These basic elements transfer rotational motion (displacement, torque) that allows for
mechanical advantage as well as direction reversal
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•

Gears typically have cut teeth so that they are able to mesh properly

What type of gears exist?
•

Figure A-1.1: Meshing of three spur
gears

Gear trains
o Two gears meshing is called a gear train
o If two gears exist on a common shaft, it is called a compound gear

Figure A-1.2: Input gear meshing to
produce output
•

Planetary Gears
o Occurs when the input shaft and output shaft are aligned
o Used to transfer the largest torque in the most compact form
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Figure A-1.3: Parts of a planetary gear
•

Worm Gears
o Gears with nonparallel, non-intersecting shafts oriented 90 degrees to each
other
o The worm is the driving component, with the worms’ thread advancing the
gears teeth

Figure A-1.4: Worm
gear being meshed
•

Bevel Gears
o Usually mount on shafts that are 90 degrees apart but can also work at other
angles
o The teeth can be straight, spiral, or hypoid
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Figure A-1.5: Bevel gears because of their 90-degree angle
•

Helical Gears
o Cylindrical gears with slanted tooth trace around them
o Known for their larger contact ratio and are much quieter than other gears but
still transmit a large force
o Gears have the same helical angle, but the helix hand is opposite

Figure A-1.6: Helical gear because of slanted teeth
•

Physics Behind Gears

Velocity = r11 = r22
R = radius
 = angular speed
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𝜔

Train Ratio (R) = 𝜔1 =
2

𝑟2
𝑟1

=

𝑁2
𝑁1

N = Number of teeth on the gear

Torque and Speed Relation
𝜔1
𝑇2
=
𝜔2
𝑇1

Figure A-1.7: Aspects related to the physics of a gear
Summary
Now that the different types of gears have been discussed as well as the equations needed
to find torque and speed, the information can now start be implied in real world settings.
When completing the next few tasks some of these questions are kept in mind.
•

What type of gear is being applied here?

•

Is this the best type of gear for this situation or would a substitute be more efficient?

•

What are some possible applications
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A.1.2 Hands-On Kit
Learning Objectives
•

List the important components in the hands-on kit

•

Assemble the gears and shafts in the prescribed manner

•

Demonstrate the gear train operation per written instructions
Overview

We will be looking at Fundamental Machines as well as assembling a gear box
•

Assemble a gear test stand and investigate same size gears

•

Add a smaller gear to the assembly and investigate the changes

•

Rearranging of the gears so that they are in different orientations

•

Try different gear arrangements to see which works best for the system

Figure A-2.1: Pictorial diagram of parts in “Simple Machines” kit
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Figure A-2.2: List of components in “Simple Machines” kit
Materials Needed
•

(2) Large Gears

•

(1) Medium Gear

•

(1) Small Gear

•

(2) 5x13 Dual Frames

•

(1) Large Frame

•

(1) 60-mm Axle

•

(2) 35-mm Axles

•

(3) Short Anchor Pins-Green

•

(1) Anchor Pin-Red

•

(1) Shaft Pin-Purple

•

(1) Crank
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Figure A-2.3: Picture of materials needed for experiment
Task A
Assemble the gear test stand and investigate two equally sized gears in terms of motion.
Questions to keep in mind:
• What happens when the input crank is rotated one complete clockwise (CW) turn?

Figure A-2.4: Finished gear system
•

Insert anchor pins and purple shaft pins into gears to observe rotational motion

•

Assemble the test stand with blue support pieces and two green anchor pins

Figure A-2.5: Assembled test
stand

Figure A-2.6: Anchor pins into
gears
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•

Place the gears on plastic axles (use the short ones first)

Figure A-2.7: Gears on axles
•

Place the two large gears into the test stand and attach the crank as shown

Figure A-2.8: Gears placed onto test
stand
Task B
Insert the pinion (smaller gear) between the two large gears; move gears as needed
Questions to consider:
• What happens when the input crank is rotated one complete clockwise (CW) turn?
•

Do you think that the torque changes in the system?

Figure A-2.9: Finished gear train
system
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Task C
Rearranging the gears, where the input crank is now located on the pinion. Medium
and large diameter gears must be meshed in train. Arrange the gears so the crank on the
smallest gear interfaces with the medium size gear which meshes with the large gear.
Questions to consider:
•

What happens when the crank is rotated one full turn clockwise (CW)?

•

Is there an amplification on the rotation or torque of the output (largest) gear?

•

Why?

Figure A-2.10: Finished modified gear
train.
Test D
Flip the input sequence so that the large gear has the input crank. Do this by switching the
crank from the smallest to the largest gear.
Questions to consider:
• What happens when you rotate the crank one clockwise (CW) turn?
•

Is it easier or harder to rotate the system?
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•

What is the pinion (smaller gear) on the output size behavior?

Figure A-2.11: Reversal gear train system
Task E
Now work on inserting a compound gear with the smallest gear which now hosts a large
gear on the same shaft that is sticking up in the air. The smaller gear at the bottom
meshes with the medium gear which meshes with the larger gear that contains the input
crank.
Questions to consider:
•

What do compound gears offer?

•

How might this gear sequence be used in a future study?

Figure A-2.12: Finished gear axle
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•

Three-dimensional configuration with the large gear added to the axle hosting the
smallest gear

Figure A-2.13: Bottom view for finished gear
•

Compound gear created on the smallest gear shaft to prepare for the next lesson
Summary

As the computer simulations show, different size gears are going to cause different
speeds and torques throughout the rest of the system. This is considered when engineers
must investigate building gears for robots and different transmissions. However, there are
always questions that come to mind when gears are in play.
•

Is this going to supply too much torque to the system?

•

Will increasing the speed that the gears are rotating decrease the torque behind them?

A.1.3 CAD Modeling
Learning Objectives
•

Explain the concept of product lifecycle management (PLM)

•

Discuss the features of CAD software

•

List the advantages of the virtual engineering design approach
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Overview
•

What is Product Lifecycle Management?

•

What is the PLM center and how does it help Clemson University students?

•

Look at the software that is featured in the PLM center

•

Look at the NX software and use it to write your names in a phone case
What is PLM?

•

Product Lifecycle Management PLM is an engineering product management activity
that focuses on multifunctional relationships and knowledge

Brainstorming

Design and Test

Recycle

Product
Lifecycle
Manufacturing

Consumption

Distribution

Figure A-3.1: Cycle of Product Lifecycle Management
•

Helps the manufacturing side of a company manage their products more efficiently

•

PLM is going to help businesses track the life span of a product from its design stages
to its end of life and provide information to the company about how to make
improvements to their products
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How it Works
•

Product lifecycle is the path a product takes from the early design stages of its life to
the end stages and recycling

•

Product lifecycle is unique to the business as well as the industry due to the
information it provides

•

No product lifecycle of any product are the same even if it is the same organization
making it

•

Product lifecycle also involves tactical knowledge which is hard to transfer from one
group to another

Figure A-3.2: Process a product goes
through in its lifespan
PLM Center at Clemson
•

Develop and apply PLM computer tools and concepts
for educational and research purposes
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Figure A-3.3: Clemson PLM student's education
•

Create and enhanced learning environment for the PLM technology in order to
establish a research center at Clemson

•

Focus on the training of next generation engineers, technologists and manufacturing
workers with the skills necessary to succeed at the next stage of their life

•

Involve large companies in order to get students as much hands-on experience as
possible with real world situations that they could be facing for their employers
What are CAD Tools

•

Encompasses three places that are focused primarily by engineers and technicians
o Product Knowledge
o Interactions and Relationships
o Control Implementation

CAD Software
•

We will be using the CAD software today in order to show all the capabilities that are
possible with this type of software
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•

One feature that is possible is to look at simple sketches and the types of features that
can be involved in advancing those sketches to become products

Figure A-3.4: CAD drawn turbine blade
•

This software is used in many major companies so you will all be able to get involved
with it as well as familiarize yourself in case you want to go into looking at 3D
modeling more

•

CAD can also be used to 3D print certain products as shown

•

The software is versatile to help engineers

Figure A-3.5: 3D printed CAD
model of turbine blade
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Task for Today
Everyone will be writing their names on a phone case using the CAD software as the
class goes through how to do it together

Figure A-3.6: Side view
of phone case

Figure A-3.7: Front view
of phone case
Step 1: Opening NX

Figure A-3.8: Rear view
of phone case

•

First you are going to open the phone case file on your computer using the NX system

•

You can type on the search bar for the computer NX and click the application

•

You will need to go to utilities and add the AD files for the system to open the phone
case
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Figure A-3.9: Phone case model opened in
NX
Step 2: Applying NX
•

Go to Curve section on the main tools bar

•

Under the curve section in the dropdown window clock on text

Figure A-3.10: Task bar at the top of the NX page
Step 3: Typing Your Name
•

Once you have selected the Text go to the Text Properties section and type your
name

•

You can change the Font, Script, and Font style to which ever you see fit and want

•

Go down to Anchor Placement and click on the specify point and place the text on the
case where you want it

•

Specify the CSYS and clock z-axis, x-axis, origin is selected
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Figure A-3.11: Setting the text
script box
Step 4: Placing Your Name
•

Make sure the associative and join curves are selected before you click okay

•

Once okay is clicked you will use the scroll pad to look at the back of the phone and
you will see your name is backwards

•

We will fix this but first double click on your name and an axis will pop up

Figure A-3.12: Name showing
up on phone case
Step 5: Turning Name
•

Hold and drag the ball that is orange until your name is facing the proper direction

•

You can also type 180 into the angle to move your name as well
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•

If your name disappears click and drag the Z-axis bar toward you until your name
appears

•

Click okay on the side tab and you are done

Figure A-3.13: Rotating name to correct direction
Step 5: Finish

Figure A-3.15: Final product of name on
the back of case

Figure A-3.14: Rotating name
180 degrees
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Summary
This has been the introduction to what NX is capable of and how important it is to
engineers. It helps them to turn ideas into 3D visuals that help make their manufacturing
process more efficient. From here the NX software as well as other modeling software's
can become much more advanced. This allows engineers to get more detailed with their
models in order to test different features that may or may not work with the product they
are working with.
•

What other aspects can you think of where NX modeling would come in handy for
engineers?

•

What problems can you think of that would be beneficial to use CAD to try and solve
as opposed to physical products?

A.2. Peer Wise Day 2
A. 2.1 Classroom Theory
Learning Objectives
•

Provide several examples of transmission systems

•

Describe the general operation of geared transmissions

•

Perform mathematical calculations to determine the train ratio
Overview

This is the second step of looking at fundamental machines. This time we will focus on
the gears used in a transmission.
•

Examine the physics in a vehicular transmission system
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•

Explore how the gears are integrated together in order to work the most efficiently

•

Consider how the power and propulsion of the system helps to make the transmission
run smoothly
Background

Use of gears in Mechanical
•

Gears may be integrated together to form complex machines that offer mechanical
advantages

•

Advantages become even more advanced when the gears are connected to electrical
motors or internal combustion engines

•

Gears must work in mated pairs as the teeth mesh together they prevent slipping
which in return allows the gears to rotate as one

Figure A-1.1: The gears of a Toyota engine.
Different size gears are meshed to create different
torques.
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Background
•

In a transmission gears work in unison to transfer rotational motion (displacement and
torque) from the engine to the wheels

•

Different size gears provide different amounts of torque depending on their size
which is considered in the torque calculations looked at on Day 1

•

Each gear in the transmission is attached to a driving shaft, therefore when gear
rotates, the shaft rotates causing a translation

Figure A-1.2: Inside view of
transmission gears

Physics Behind Transmission
𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑟1 𝜔1 = 𝑟2 𝜔2
•
•

r = radius
ω = angular speed
𝜔1 𝑟2 𝑁2
= =
𝜔2 𝑟1 𝑁1
N = number of teeth on

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 (𝑅) =
•

𝜔1 𝑇2
the gear
𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
=
𝜔2 𝑇1
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Figure A-1.3: Different gear ratios
a gear can have
Gear Applications
•

Gear operations depend on three components:
o Gear shape
o Tooth design and construction
o Gear axis configurations

•

There are also a variety of different types of gears and each one is used for specific
jobs

Figure A-1.4: Gears used in an
industrial setting
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•

Examples of Integration
o Spur gears are used in clocks due to its range of speed ratios
o Helical gears are used in transmissions due to their lack of impact loading as
well as the smoother, quieter operation of their teeth.

Figure A-1.5: Close up of the gears of a
transmission
Summary
As discussed, gears are used in all different locations that may not be thought of daily.
They help to limit the amount of work a machine may do and will help with efficiency.
Try and think about where you typically see gears in your daily routine and keep these
questions in mind.
•

What type of gear am I looking at?

•

Where could gears be implemented to make something more efficient for someone or
something?
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A. 2.2 Day 2 Hands-On Kit
Learning Objectives
•

Construct a discrete transmission gear system

•

Evaluate the operation of compound gears with different configurations

•

Explore the use of gear ratios to increase/decrease the torque or rotational motion
within a mechanical system
Overview

•

Create a transmission system with three meshed gear interfaces featuring compound
assemblies
o Interface 1: Large to small gears (Diameter of large gear is 61.25mm)
o Interface 2: Large to small gear (Diameter of small gear is 21.5mm)
o Interface 3: Medium to small gear (Diameter of medium gear is 41.25mm)

•

Investigate each of the three stages and think about different questions about each
scenario
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Materials

Figure A-2.1: Pictorial diagram of “Simple Machines” kit

Figure A-2.2: List of components in “Simple Machines” kit
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Needed:

Materials Needed

o (2) Large Gears
o (2) Medium Gears
o (3) Small Gears
o (1) Shaft Pin-Purple
o (1) Crank
o (1) Axle Lock
o (2) 35-mm Axles
o (1) 100-mm Axle
o (1) 150-mm Axle

Figure A-2.3: Pieces needed for assembly.
Needed:
o (1) 5x13 Dual Frame
o (2) Large Frames
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Figure A-2.4: Frames needed for assembly.
Task A & B
Putting the frame together for the beginning of the transmission assembly. Start by
putting a small and large gear on opposite sides of each other using an axle through one
of the blue frames.
Questions to Consider:
•

What happens when the small gear is rotated when watching the large gear?

Figure A-2.5: Putting gears into blue frame.
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•

Select one of the large frames to start. Attach a large gear to one end of the 35-mm
axle. Insert free axle end into 5th hole from top.

Figure A-2.6: Step 1, selecting gears and frame.
•

Tall flat end on the right is where to start counting from. Now attach the small gear to
the protruding end of the axle.

Figure A-2.7: Step 2, attaching small gear to frame.
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Test C & D
Creating the second compound gear set for the transmission. Going to need to attach the
medium gear to the axle on one side of the blue frame. Once the axle is through the frame
place the smaller gear on the opposite side of the medium gear onto the same axle.
Questions to Consider:
•

What happens when the medium gear is rotated when watching the small gear?

Figure A-2.8: Components for the second
part of transmission
•

Place shaft pin into a medium gear. Use another 35-mm axle and attach the medium
gear. Insert the axle into the other large frame in the 2nd hole from top

Figure A-2.9: Shaft pin into medium gear.
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•

Tall flat end on the right is the top. Now attach the small gear to the protruding axle
on the other side of the frame.

Figure A-2.10: Attach small gear to frame.
Task E
First steps in assembling either side of the transmission. In tasks A through D, either side
of the transmission has been assembled. The next step is to attach the two separate sides
using a large gear and a small gear on either side once the axle has passed through holes
on both blue frames.

Figure A-2.11: Combining both frame sides.
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•

Use the 100mm axle and attach the large gear along the length of the axle so it rests
against the ridge.

Figure A-2.12: Large gear to axle
•

Now place the small gear on the opposite side around 10mm from the end.

Figure A-2.13: Small gear to same axle as large gear
•

Insert the axle with dual gears into the 5th hole from the top (flat side) of the blue
frame on the inside.

Figure A-2.14: Insert small axle side into the frame
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•

Insert the large gear axle side into the 5th hole from the top (flat side) of the other blue
frame from the inside.

•

Gently hole the two blue frames together and insert the assembly into the large dual
frame on the table to securely hold it in place. Check to make sure the axles and gears
will rotate together.

Figure A-2.15: Insert large gear
side into frame

Figure A-2.16: Insert
assembly into dual frame
Task F

Attachment of the hand crank to move the transmission. Once this is completed the hand
crank will allow the used to move the rest of the gears in the transmission system.

Figure A-2.17: Components needed for hand crank
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•

Use the 150mm axle and attach the large gear and crank to the right side of the axle.

Figure A-2.18: Assembly of the hand crank
component of the transmission.
Task G
•

Insert the 150mm axle into the top right hole (flat side) of the right blue frame and
push through to the other blue frame top right hole.

•

Secure in place with the axle lock.

Figure A-2.19: Attaching hand crank to frames.
Task H
Completion of the Transmission. As shown in the next few slides, there is a crank on
either side of the transmission. This is to test the different between a large gear being the
original source or a medium gear being the original spinning source.
Questions to Consider:
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•

What happens when the applied input is with the hand crank (large gear)?

•

How about when the input is with the shaft pin (medium gear)?

•

Does the rotational motion and torque change?

Figure A-2.20: Completion of transmission.
•

Transmission system with three compound gears for rotational position and torque
amplification or attenuation depending on input select (large gear or medium gear).

Figure A-2.21: Side view of transmission.
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Summary
As shown in this section, you have built and tested a simple version of a transmission that
reciprocates to that of a vehicle. There were also several questions to consider while this
was being built. The idea is to give a visual of what engineers may look at and the
questions they must keep in mind when building transmissions. Some other questions to
consider can be seen below.
•

Would the transmission change for the better or worse if the smallest gear had the
crank on it?

•

If you were building a transmission would the large gear be the initiator or the
medium sized gear?

A 2.3 Day 2 CAD Modeling
Learning Objectives
•

Describe the differences between computer-aided design and computer-aided
engineering tools

•

List the advantages of virtual engineering design versus prototype build

•

Identify the type of information contained within an engineering drawing
Overview

•

Practice using NX and how different gears can be assembled in order to make a gear
in 3D

•

Examine other modeling systems such as Catia and Siemens
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•

Explore the differences between different modeling software’s that are offered in
Clemson Universities PLM Center
What is Siemens?

•

Siemens is one company that deals with PLM
software developments

•

They are linked to online software that is
used in a wide spectrum of digital and domains
that allow for industries to digitalize themselves
and improve their processing

•

Siemens deals with
o Aerospace and Defense
o Consumer product and retail
o Automotive and Transportation
o Educational Aspects

Figure A-3.1: Siemens software
logo
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What can Siemens do?
•

Allows students to experience hands on activities that they could be face with once
they are employed

•

Siemens is committed to empowering the next generation of digital talent with the
skills employers need

•

NX is a program that is offered by siemens in which Clemson takes advantage of to
teach future engineers about modeling

•

Siemens also offers personal online tutorials that allow students even more access to
the software's that it offers
Siemens

•

Shown is what is known as Learning Advantage which is Siemens self-paced course
to teach students how to use their software such as NX

\

Figure A-3.2: Siemens self-paced courses
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What is NX
•

NX is a software that helps to advance the next generation of design, simulation,
and manufacturing solutions

•

NX Design
o Uses virtual product design and modeling to help limit the number of physical
prototypes needed

Figure A-3.3: Example of an NX model.
•

NX for Manufacturing
o Shows how the manufacturing process of how a part will be created digitally
o Program CNC machine tools, control robotic cells, drive 3D
printers and monitor quality using one software system

Figure A-3.4: How the manufacturing system of NX would work
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NX
Shown below is some examples of what can be accomplished using the NX software that
is given in the Clemson PLM Center

Figure A-3.5: Model
of Turbine Blade

Figure A-3.6: Model of
Combustor Liner

Figure A-3.7: Model of
Spray Bottle

What is Dassault Systemes?
•

Dassault is another company that deals with 3D design as well as engineering
software’s

•

They are linked to 3D Experience which offers different software packages to
companies which allows them to digitalize themselves and improve their processing
speeds

•

Dassault deals with
•

Transportation and Mobility

•

Aerospace and Defense

•

Marine and Offshore

•

Industrial Equipment

•

Constructions Services
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Figure A-3.8: Dassault Systemes software logo
What can Dassault do?
•

Allows students to experience different software’s that will allow them to create
innovative new products using virtual experiences

•

Their platform is based off a system that is meant to run both a business as well as use
the tools to transform the entire business model

•

Catia is an example of a software that is used by Dassault which allows students to
model different products as have an advantage for future engineering problems

•

Dassault also offers different software packages that help with various types of
modeling
What is Catia

•

Catia is like NX in that it helps engineers to design products virtually so that they
can make changes to parts without physically creating them first

•

Catia is known for being used in applications such as construction projects,
design/styling projects, engineering, and system engineering applications

•

Catia also offers a task bar that allows the user to connect to social and collaborative
apps, 3D modeling apps, simulation apps, and information intelligence apps
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Figure A-3.9: Modeling example using Catia software
Activity
•

Looking at how engineers use the assembly's tool in NX to put different parts
together to create the finished product

•

Will be assembling a gear to the box as shown in the picture to the right

Figure A-3.10: Example of a part assembly
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Open NX
•

Go to file in the top left of the page, select utilities, then select bundles

Figure A-11: Screen once NX is open and
bundles opened
Adding Bundles
•

Add both the ACD30 and ACD31 bundles to selected bundles and click okay

•

The bundles should appear on the right-side box under selected bundles

Figure A-3.12: Selected bundles added to licensing

New NX Document
•

Go to the top left of the home screen and click the new button to open a new NX
document set up page
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Figure A-3.13: Opening a new NX file
dropdown
Opening New File
•

The selection model will be highlighted when the new page is opened

•

Make sure to go to the next selection so that assembly is highlighted

•

Name the model gear_yourname then click okay

Figure A-3.14: Selecting proper function for the task
Adding Components
•

Once assembly has been selected go to the task bar at the top of the page
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•

Look for the tab that says assemblies and above that look for add component to workspace

•

Select that button and a new screen will pop up

Figure A-3.15: Task bar at the top of every NX page
•

A box will appear and at the top of the box you will see the word open on the lefthand side of the drop down

•

Follow that across to a folder with an arrow on it and select that folder

•

This will bring you to a new screen to open a file

Figure A-3.16: Adding component dropdown options
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Opening Component
•

On the opening screen select the desktop option on the left-hand side of the page

•

This is where the gear and gear box files will be located

•

Find the file that says Gear Box and double click it

Figure A-3.17: Opening file options dropdown
Adding Component
•

Once the file is open, the previous drop down will be populated, and a check mark
will appear on the page

•

Go to the bottom of the drop down and click apply

•

A message may appear asking if you want to fix the component, select yes
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Figure A-3.18: Component being added to the NX page.
•

Go back to the add button under the assembly's tab at the top of the page. Click the
open folder on the dropdown that appears

Figure A-3.19: Adding a component dropdown menu
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Open Component
•

Once you click open a new page will appear, go to the desktop option on the
left-hand side of the new page

•

Select the big gear on that page and double click it to open it

Figure A-3.20: Opening file dropdown menu
Adding Component
•

Everything on the add component dropdown will now be populated once the gear is
opened

•

This time on the drop down, go to location section and then to assembly location

•

Click the dropdown and from there select snap

•

This will allow you to place the gear anywhere you want on the page by clicking with
your mouse

•

Place the gear to the right of the box and click okay
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Figure A-3.21: Big gear being placed on the outside
of the gear box
•

Go back to the assembly's tab at the top of the page and select assembly constraints

Figure 23: Task bar at the top of the NX menu
Adding Constraints
•

When the constraints box appears, make sure touch align is selected under constraint
type and the orientation is selected as touch

Figure A-3.22: Assembly constraints dropdown menu
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•

Go to the big gear and on the part that is protruding out of the back of the gear box,
select the outside edge of it, the area selected should turn orange to know it is selected

Figure A-3.23: Outer edge of the big
gear being selected
•

Without changing anything after the edge of the gear is selected, select the face of the
gear box

•

A blue line should connect the large gear and the gear box to show that the
connection has been made

Figure A-3.24: Combining the move
from the big gear to the gear face

Adding Component
•

Go back to the assembly constraints dropdown and make sure touch align is selected
under the constraint type and under orientation select align
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Figure A-3.25: Assembly constraints dropdown menu
•

Go to the gear box and hover your cursor over the center of one of the protruding
pegs

•

An orange line will appear at some point down the middle of the peg and make sure
to click it

•

It should light up orange once it is selected

Figure A-3.26: Center line of the protruding peg selected.
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•

Move over to the big gear and while the center line of the peg has already been
selected now you have to select the center of the hole in the large gear

•

Hover your cursor over the hole in the center of the gear and you should see a line
light up, click it and the gear should snap to the box

•

Gear may snap to the opposite side as shown

Figure A-3.27: Gear snapping to the gear box but
on the opposite side it should be.
Changing Constraint
•

If the gear snaps to the wrong side of the gear box, simply select the
reverse direction button on the assembly constraint dropdown

•

The arrows facing opposite each other is the reverse direction button
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Figure A-3.28: Assembly
constraints dropdown menu
Final Product
•

The gear should now be facing the same direction as the other pegs

•

Click okay on the constraints dropdown to complete the assembly
Summary

This type of application is used by engineers when different parts are made in separate
tabs. Each part can then be assembled in order to create the finished product. This makes
it easier for engineers to model each part individually and then assembling versus trying
to model the whole part all at once. Assembling allows each part to have specific details
which may be missed if the model was created as one unit.
•

What types of products can you think of that could have been assembled when they
were modeled?
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•

What types of products would not be helpful to create as individual parts and then
assemble?

PEER/WISE Day 3
A3.1 DAY 3 Classroom Theory
Learning Objectives
•

Describe the operation of spur and worm gears

•

List applications of worm gears encountered in everyday life

•

Apply mathematical equations to calculate torque and speed reductions or gains
available through gear sets
Overview

Focus on propulsion system with worm gears that transfer rotational motion along
different spatial axes
•

Look at the physics behind how this system would work

•

Learn how the propulsion system of a worm gear works

•

Construct a worm gear
Background

What is being used and in what ways?
•

Worm gears may be applied to transfer rotational motion from one direction (or
plane) into another direction (perpendicular to the original plane)
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•

Worm gears provide engineers with a solution to applications that require high
ratio-speed reduction in a limited amount of space

Figure A-1.1: Worms and worm wheels
•

Application that needs to be performed at a 90-degree angle

•

Worm gears provide some of the smoothest and quietest form of gearing

•

For a worm gear to work properly and at the best efficiency the worms and worm
gears must have the same diametrical pitch and threads

Figure A-1.2: Adjustable drive hoses use worm gears to
tighten
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•

An internal combustion engine’s crank shaft rotation must be transmitted to the
wheels which are often configured 90-degrees away through the differential or worm
gears

•

This action allows for the propulsion of the vehicle in question

•

Typically worm gears are made with two different types of metals

•

The worm is made from hard metal and worm gear is a soft metal

Figure A-1.3: 90-degree worm gear example
Gear Application
•

There are three different types of worm gears:
o Non-throated involves a straight worm without grooves which is subject to
high unit load wear and tear
o Single-throated has concave helical teeth around the worm which is subject
to higher unit loads with less excessive wear
o Double-throated has concave teeth on both the worm and worm gear which
allows for increased unit loads with lower wear and tear.
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Figure A-1.4: Worm gear inside of a motor/transmission
•

Examples of Integration
o Tuning mechanism in instruments such as guitars and bases.
o Elevators and lifts
o Gates and conveyor belts
o Adjustable wrenches
o Hand mixing machines
o Microscopes

Figure A-1.5: Tuning mechanism for instruments
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Physics behind Worm Gear
𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑟1 𝜔2 = 𝑟1 𝜔2
•

r = radius

𝜔1 𝑟2 𝑁2
• ω =𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜
angular
(𝑅) =
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
= =
𝜔2 𝑟1 𝑁1
speed
• N = number of teeth on the
gear
𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝜔1 𝑇2
=
𝜔2 𝑇1

Figure A-1.6: Physics aspects of a worm gear
Summary
As shown, worm gears can be used in various ways and there are also multiple types of
this type of gear. Each type pertains to a specific job as you will see in the next steps as
you will be creating your own worm gear.
•

What type of worm gear is being applied here?

•

Would a different type of gear be more efficient here or is the worm gear the most
viable option
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A3.2 Day 3 Hands-On Kit
Learning Objectives
•

Construct a worm gear driven gear train with hand crank

•

Observe the torque and rotational changes between system input and output
depending on the configuration

•

Examine the meshing of the gear systems
Overview

•

Interface 1: Large to small gear (diameter of large gear is 61.25mm)

•

Interface 2: Large to small gear (diameter of small gear is 21.5mm)

•

Interface 3: Medium to small gear (diameter of medium gear is 41.25mm)
Materials

Figure 2.1: Pictorial diagram of “Simple Machines” kit
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Figure 2.2: List of components in “Simple Machines”
kit

Needed:
o (2) Large Gears
o (2) 3-hole wide rounded rod
o (2) Anchor Pin, Red
o (2) Worm Gears
o (1) Small Gear
o (2) Medium Gears
o (1) 150-mm Axle
o (1) Crank
o (2) 70-mm Axles
o (1) 5x13 Dual Frame
o (2) Square Frame
o (2) Large Frame
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Figure 2.3: Materials needed
for part
•

Task A
Locate the two large, two medium and small gear with accompanying
70-mm axles

•

Place a large gear on an axle and repeat with a medium gear on the
other axle

•

After this you will have half the cart built

Figure 2.4: Parts for gear assembly
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•

Task B
Insert the large gear axle into the dual frame end hole

•

Now place the second large gear on this axle when it protrudes through the other side
of the frame

Figure 2.5: Placing axles into frame for gears
Task C
•

For the medium gear axle, insert into the dual frame third hole from the right end

•

When the axle is halfway through, attach the small gear on this axle and continue to
push the shaft through the frame’s hole on the other side

•

Attach the second medium gear to the axle

Figure 2.6: Finished portion of the gear
assembly
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Task D
•

Prepare to elevate this dual frame with attached gears to allow rotation motion studies

•

Use the two large blue frames as legs and attach the dual frame so that it is suspended
in a horizontal manner

Figure 2.7: Placing the frames facing upward
Task E
•

Inspect the large and medium gear configuration

•

Note how the medium gears have a compound gear configuration using the small gear

•

We can use this small gear with a worm gear assembly to virtually propel a four
wheeled vehicle

Figure 2.8: Small gear can work with a worm gear.
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Task F & G
•

Locate the 3-hole wide round rods (two pieces) and two red anchor pins

•

Now place a red anchor pin in the bottom hole of each 3-hole wide round rod

Figure 2.9: Placing anchors into the blue frames
Task H
•

Now you will assemble the worm gear in which will be studied for this module

•

Locate the two worm gears and the 150-mm axle

•

Attach the two worm gears to the axle

•

Insert the 150-mm axle into the available hole in the 3-hole wide round rod

•

Attach the crank to the end that protrudes through the frame

Figure 2.11: Assembly of the worm gear

Figure 2.10: Worm gear parts
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•

Insert the opposite end of the 150-mm axle into the available hole of the 3-hole wide
round rod on the other square frame

•

The worm gear assembly should be in the middle of the two square frames

•

There should be an open hole at the top of the 3-hole wide round rods on either side
of the worm gear

Figure 2.12: Finished product of the worm gear
Task I
•

Carefully place the two square frames with the attached worm gear assembly onto the
dual frame directly above the large frame supports

•

Make sure to line up the small gear and the worm gear so that they will be touching
each other

Figure 2.13: Worm gear attached to other gears
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Task J
Now explore the operation of the worm gear assembly in driving the small gear using the
attached crank
Questions to Consider:
Do you understand how this direction change takes place?

Figure 2.14: Close up of the worm gear and small gear in sync
Task J
•

Note how the hand crank rotates the worm gear along a direction that
corresponds to the front/rear of the vehicle

•

However, the medium gear “wheels” now rotate in a direction that is
perpendicular (90 degrees different) to this original direction
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Figure 2.15: View of the worm gear meshed with small
gear
Summary
As shown in this experiment, the worm gear moves the smaller gear which in return
moves the outer gears. As the crank was rotated, the worm gear transferred that energy.
This is how a transmission system works, when the gas is stepped on it rotates the worm
gear faster which in turn rotates the vehicles wheels faster.
•

Would a different gear system work more efficiently in order to rotate the smaller
gear at different speeds?

•

Where else have you seen worm gears at work and have not noticed them before?

A3.3 Day 3 CAD Modeling
Learning Objectives
•

Explain the use of finite element analysis (FEA) to calculate strain and stress in
structures

•

Discuss the design of a cantilever beam

•

Apply computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided-engineering (CAE) tools to
component designs
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Overview
•

Explore how engineers use CAD/CAE software to complete a finite element analysis
of their model

•

Investigate finite element analysis methods and how it can be applied to a cantilever
beam

•

Create your own beam that may be analyzed using the finite element analysis
procedure
What is Finite Element Analysis (FEA)

•

This is the most common way for engineers to solve problems of engineered and
mathematical models

•

The problem areas generally include structural analysis, heat transfer, fluid flow,
mass transport and electromagnetic potential

•

By using partial differential equations and meshing, engineers can find where errors
could occur in their models

•

The spaces on the model where the most percent error could occur will be a different
color than the rest of the model
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Figure A-3.1: Stress graph
of a part

•

Why is FEA important?
Using FEA will improve the existing production equipment since errors can be
detected before the model is turned into a physical part

•

FEA will also be used to simulate the performance of a model to see how well it will
hold up to certain tests such as stress, strain, and toughness

•

Allows minimization of the cost of a product by not creating a physical object

•

Most importantly, FEA reduces the time it takes for a product to be produced

Figure A-3.2: Analysis of an oil rigging component
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What is a Cantilever Beam?
•

A beam that is only anchored at one end while the other end carries the load to the
support where it is forced against by a moment and shear stress

•

These allow for overhanging construction without external bracing

•

Cantilever beams can also be constructed with trusses or slabs

Figure A-3.3: Example of how a cantilever beam test would work
Advantages of a Cantilever Beam
•

Building out from each end enables construction to be done with little disruption to
areas below

•

The span can be greater than a simple beam

•

Thermal expansion and ground movement are simple to sustain due to the beam only
resting on the arms

•

Cantilever beams are also very rigid because of their depth
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Figure A-3.4: Example of Cantilever Beam
Using FEA on a Cantilever
•

Will have to start by looking at the different reactions that are going to occur on the
cantilever when a load is applied

•

Then, look at where the load is going to be applied compared to the entire cantilever

•

This information will then be applied to the Nastran analysis system in NX and an
image of the FEA on the cantilever will be shown

Figure A-3.5: Stress and strain test applied to a
cantilever beam
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Creating own Cantilever
•

Using NX you will all be creating your own Cantilever

•

Make sure that you are using the correct dimensions and that you follow all the steps

•

This will give you a feel of how engineers model different parts of everyday objects

Figure A-3.6: Finished cantilever beam model

Opening NX
•

Go to the file tab in the tope left of the page and select utilities from the dropdown
then select bundles

•

Add both the ACD30 and ACD31 bundles to selected bundles and click okay

Figure A-3.7: Opening NX to select the licensing bundles
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Creating Part
•

Go to the top left of the screen again and click the new button to open a new
modeling page

•

Name the part cantilever_name

Figure A-3.8: Selecting the proper format for the task

Creating Sketch
•

Go to sketch in the top left-hand corner of the page, click it and make sure sketch says
on plane then press okay

•

Next go to the same top left corner and click the rectangle next to the finish sketch
option, this will allow you to draw a rectangle on the page
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Figure A-3.9: Starting a sketch on NX at the origin

Figure A-3.10: Types of drawing that can be created in
the sketch feature
Creating Drawings
•

Place your mouse on the center of the green and red x-y axis and click, if a box pops
up known as quick-pick select the sketch origin option as shown

Figure A-3.11: Starting sketch at the center origin of the page
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Sketching
•

Once the center is clicked you will see an orange box appear, move your mouse to the
right but do not hold down the left mouse key

•

The box will begin to expand, make sure the width is bigger than the height

•

Once the width is bigger than the height, click your mouse and the box should
turn green

Figure A-3.12: Drawing a rectangle

Finish Sketch
•

Once the box is green move to the upper left-hand corner of the screen and select
finish sketch

•

The sketch will orient a different direction and the color will change
to blue
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Figure A-3.13: Finishing first part of sketch

Orienting Sketch
•

The box has changed to blue and is oriented in a different direction

Figure A-3.13: Task bar to change how to look at the sketch
•

Click the drop-down arrow next to the orientation button and you will see numerous
orientations to choose from

•

Select TOP as the view or press ctrl+alt+T, your sketch should now look as shown
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Figure A-3.14: Changing sketch orientation

Changing Dimensions
•

Go to the left-hand side of your screen and you will see a box labeled Part Navigator

•

Double click sketch 1

Figure A-3.15: Part Navigator where everything you have done in the
NX page is recorded in order to make changes.
•

Your sketch will now show the height and width of the box that you previously made
with the dimensions being a grey color
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Figure A-3.16: Looking at the dimensions of the rectangle created.
Changing Height
•

Double click the height of the box number or the number all the way to the right of
your screen

•

A box will appear and under driving, type 15 and then press the enter key and select
the close button

Figure A-3.17: Changing the height dimension of the sketch.
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Changing Width
•

Double click the bottom number that is still grey otherwise known as the width

•

In the box that appears, type 100 to change the width and then press the enter key and
close button on the screen

Figure A-3.18: Changing the width dimension of the sketch
Finish Dimensions
•

Notice both the dimensions, otherwise known as the height and width of the box are
now blue

•

This means that the sketch is fully constrained

Figure A-3.19: Blue lines on dimensions means the sketch is fully constrained
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Finish Sketch
•

Move your mouse to the top left corner of the screen and click the finish sketch
button

•

Your drawing should now orient back to the position it was before and the
dimensions will disappear

Figure A-3.20: Finishing the sketch option
Extrude
•

In the top task bar find the button that says extrude and select it

Figure A-3.21: Task bar for options to change your drawing at the top of the NX page
Extrude
•

Once the extrude button is selected a box will appear on the screen

•

At the top of the box highlighted in red should say select curve
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Figure A-3.22: Extruding material dropdown with options of how to change
the look of the extrusion
Selecting a Curve
•

Click on the rectangle that you have created, and it should turn grey

•

Instead it on the left side and the number 4 should appear on the right of being
highlighted red, the selected curve should now have a green check next to it

Figure A-3.23: Selecting the part of the drawing to extrude
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Setting Distance
•

A number next to distance should now be highlighted blue which represents how long
you want your beam to be

•

Change this number to anything you would like but try and make it above 200 but
below 500

•

Once completed click the okay button at the bottom of the box

Figure A-3.24: Setting the distance of how far you want the extrude to
extend
Finished Product
•

You can move the orientation of your sketch by holding down the scroll key on your
mouse

•

To zoom in and out on your beam just scroll using the mouse

Figure A-3.25: Finished product of cantilever beam model
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Changing Sketch
•

You should now have a 3D beam that you can change how it looks using the Part
Navigator

•

Simply click sketch 1 or Extrude

•

Once selected go to the bottom of the Part Navigator Page and select the details tab

•

From there you can change the height, width, and distance of your beam and the
model will change accordingly

Figure A-3.26: Option to use the part navigator in order to change how the
model looks without opening the entire sketch again
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Summary
You have now created your own sketch and model using different NX features. The
harder the part that is being created the more detail needs to be used in the actual
sketching and modeling part of the NX system which leads to more text in the Part
Navigator. Engineers will spend hours working on these models to make sure that the
part look and acts exactly how it is expected in its physical surrounding.
•

Can you think of some other aspects or gadgets that could be modeled using the NX
software?

PEER/WISE Day 4
A4.1 Day 4 Classroom Theory
Learning Objectives
•

Describe the differences between static and dynamic friction

•

Calculate the friction force with corresponding units

•

Explain why friction is important in ground vehicles and other aspects of everyday
life
Overview

Will be looking at external force and friction and how it affects loads
•

Physics behind how the force and friction are applied

•

Background and applications of these forces being practiced

•

Mathematical equations to find the needed forces and friction
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Background
How does friction affect the forces of something?
•

There is usually a “tire/road” or “wheel/surface” interface that occurs with moving
systems that interact with the ground

•

This shows how the torque from the engine is transmitted through the wheels to the
roadway

Figure A-4.1: Forces that are applied to a tired for it to drive
•

Different types of roads will have a different effect on how the wheels
will be able to grip the road that the vehicle is on

•

Car’s tires grip the road and propel forward when the driver hits the gas due to
friction

•

Friction can also negatively affect the car if there is not enough friction because the
car will be able to slide across the road as the driver will have not as much control
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Figure A-4.2: Friction is caused by the wheels and
the ground here
•

Static frictions for cars
o Acceleration
o Turning
o Braking

•

The grip that a tire has is the sum
of 4 variables
o The contacting surface material
o Texture of materials
o Force between the surfaces
o Materials between the contacting
surfaces (water, ice, gravel and oil)
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Figure A-4.3: Tire friction is what causes a burnout to occur
Force and Torque: 𝑇 = 𝑟𝐴 𝐹𝐴 = 𝑟𝐵 𝐹𝐵

Physics

Friction Force: 𝐹𝑓 = 𝜇𝑁; 𝑁 = 𝑚𝑔
Velocity: V = 𝑟𝐴 𝜔𝐴 = 𝑟𝐵 𝜔𝐵
r = radius
ω = angular speed
Torque and Speed Relation:
𝜔
𝑇
𝑅 = 𝜔𝐴 = 𝑇 𝐵
𝐵

𝐴

Figure A-4.4: The actual forces on the wheel and the surface. As one can see in this
exaggerated view, both the wheel and the surface undergo deformation to an extent
determined by the elastic properties of the two surfaces.
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Applications
•

Friction is defined as the force that resists motion when the surface of one object
encounters another

•

There are two types of friction, kinetic friction and static friction
o Static friction is when two surfaces are at rest relative to one another
o Examples: Car on a hill, tightened bolt
o Kinetic friction is smaller than static as the objects are in motion
o Examples: ice skating, car driving

Figure A-4.5: Man is trying to push an object without wheels. This
needs a lot of effort because of static friction.
•

Friction is also the reason that certain objects undergo wear and tear such as gears and
tires
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Figure A-4.6: Static and kinetic friction come into play
while a car is moving
Summary
As discussed, everything involves some sort of friction for it to be applied properly. In
this module, friction will be analyzed in order to see how it comes into play in everyday
life. If friction did not exist, you would not be able to sit still in your seats right now.
•

What parts of life would be very difficult to achieve if there were no such thing as
friction?

•

How many applications of friction can you notice throughout your day?

A4.2 Day 4 Hands-On Kit
Learning Objectives
•

Assemble a small mobile cart using supplied building materials

•

Perform a series of experiments to measure pulling forces as load and wheel profile
vary

•

Determine the best “wheel-surface” interface solution for given conditions; apply
concept to the tires on an automobile
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Overview
We will be looking at the forces and friction that a simple car undergoes
•

Assemble a simple car from the kit given

•

Look at the large and medium gear on a flat surface which have teeth

•

Evaluate the performance of medium and small pulley wheels on a flat surface
without teeth

•

Observe what happens when there are no wheels; platform bottom is in contact with
the surface
Materials

Figure A-4.1: Pictorial diagram of parts in “Simple
Machines” kit
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Figure A-4.2: List of components in simple machines kit
Needed
•

(2) Large Gears

•

(2) Medium Gears

•

(2) Medium Pulley Wheel

•

(2) Small Pulley Wheel

•

(2) 3-Hole Dual Rods

•

(2) 70-mm Axle

•

(8) Anchor Pins, Red

•

(2) Square Frames

•

(1) 5x13 Dual Frame

•

(1) Tube Bolt and Tube Cap
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•

(1) Weight Bottle, Spring Scale, Scale Hook, String 200cm

Figure A-4.3: Gears
and axles
Task A

Figure A-4.4:
Spring scale

Locate two red springs and place them into the first square frame
•

Hold the first square bracket so that the flat top is located upward and integral pins
downward toward the table

•

Insert the two red pins into the holes directly below this flat top
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Figure A-4.6: Red pins into the blue frame
Task B
Second Square frame place 4 red pins on opposite sides of each other and attach dual rods
•

Select the second square frame and hold so that the flat side is toward the table with
integral pins facing upward

•

Insert two red pins in holes just below the integral pins. (Pictured Left)

•

Insert two more red pins on the other side from these red pins in the holes just above
the flat bottom (Pictured Right)

Figure A-4.7: Insert red pins into the bottom of opposite side
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•

Select the two 3-hole dual rods. Ensure that their integral pins are downward and
attach the middle open hole onto the red pins just above the flat side of the square
frame

Figure A-4.8: Placing dual rods
Task C
Insert two square frames into the dual frame that is flat on the table
•

Prepare to insert the two square frames into the blue dual frame

Figure A-4.9: Inserting frame into dual rods
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•

Configuration of the square frames inserted into the dual frames

Figure A-4.10: Dual frames and square frames connected

Figure A-4.11: Attaching pulling string
Task D
Attach pulling string using two red pins

Figure A-4.12: Attaching pulling string to frame.
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Task E
•

Place the string onto the two red pins in the front of the blue frame as shown.

•

Now you will start to assemble the holding place for the weighted bottle.

•

Insert the 70-mm axles into the platform with the attached large gears (back) and
medium gears (front) to create a four wheeled vehicle

•

Note that the weight bottle can be placed between the square frames

Figure A-4.12: Adding rough wheels to cart
Task F
•

Before doing this phase, make sure that the experimentation with the rigid wheels has
been completed first

•

Once the geared wheels have been completed for their experiment replace them with
the rounded wheels

•

Insert the medium wheels on the back 70-mm axle and the small wheels on the front
70-mm axle as shown on the right
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Figure A-4.13: Adding rounded wheels to cart
Task G
Assemble the spring scale with the tube bolt and the tube bolt cap

Figure A-4.14: Parts for the spring scale

Figure A-4.15: Assembled spring scale
Task H
•

You will now be performing the friction study in this section

•

Make sure to record your findings
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•

Perform the pulling force and friction study using the spring scale – large and
medium gear wheels

Figure A-4.16: Testing the rougher wheels and load with
spring scale
Perform the pulling force and friction study using the spring scale – medium and small
pulley wheels

Figure A-4.17: Testing the rounded wheels and load with
spring scale
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Task I
Explore the relationships between the pulling force and friction force for the three
previous scenarios.
Needed Information:
•

Density H2O = 997 kg/m^3

•

Density steel = 7700 kg/m^3

•

Mass = Density * Volume

•

Volume weight bottle = 2”(5.08cm) diameter, 4” (10.16cm) height

•

Mass H2O bottle = .2052 kg

•

Mass Steel Cylinder = 1.5848 kg

•

Weight H2O bottle = 2.01 N (0.45 lbs)

•

Weight Steel Cylinder = 15.55 N (3.50 lbs)
Summary

Student should now be able to see the different in friction between a having wheels and
not having wheels. They should also be able to compare the difference between the
wheels with teeth and the wheels that were smooth. This application is used when
engineers are trying to figure out the best wheels for a car depending on the type of
terrain it will be driving in.
•

If you were the engineer deciding, which set of wheels (smooth or teethed) would you
use on gravel, sand, oil, water, and tar?
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A4.3 Day 4 CAD Modeling
Learning Objectives
•

Understand the flexibility offered with virtual engineering processes and tools for
product design

•

List the professional opportunities available with virtual engineering

•

Identify the companies and positions that an engineer and technician can be employed
that practice virtual design methods
Overview

•

Learn about the different types of virtual engineering jobs that are possible upon
graduation

•

Show what types of companies you could potentially work for and where you could
end up working

•

Explore University and Technical Colleges pathways
Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM)

•

Computer-Aided Manufacturing
o

Known as the use of software and computer-controlled machinery in order to
automate the creation process

•

Three components for CAM systems:
o Software: Tells a machine how to make the product using toolpaths
o Machinery: Turns raw material into a product
o Post Processing: Converts toolpaths into language machines can read
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Figure A-4.1: Toolpath for a machine
•

Processes
o First the part must be made using the computer-aided design software or CAD
o The part must not be too complex, otherwise the CAM process will not be
able to function properly and the creation of the part will fail
o Once the CAD file is complete it is uploaded into the CAM software
o Once the part is uploaded, the software starts to create a model for the
machining process
o The software then checks the geometry, creates a toolpath, sets parameters,
and configures the parts orientations

Figure A-4.3: CNC Router

Figure A-4.2: CNC Machine
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•

Examples of CAM Tools
o CNC Machines
o CNC Routers
o Water, Plasma, and Laser Cutters
o Milling Machines
o Lathes
o Electrical Discharge Machines (EDM)

Figure A-4.4: Electrical Discharge
Machine

Figure A-4.5: Milling Machine.

Advantages of Virtual Engineering
•

Can be done in any part of the world

•

An office is not needed for virtual engineering since most of their work is completed
online

•

This is important especially in a Pandemic as their jobs will remain the same since
they are not required to go to the office

•

Cost savings for a company are tremendous since they do not have to set up a whole
space for the engineers to complete their work
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Figure A-4.6: Virtual reality used to test different design and products.
Responsibilities
•

Use specialized software to create models and drawings of products

•

Research new materials and methods of development

•

Organize and maintain existing methods of development

•

Construct prototypes and confirm designs with design/purchasing teams

•

Perform physical testing on prototypes

•

Ensure components meet the standards of the company and customers

Figure A-4.7: Using models to create a physical
prototype
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Figure A-4.8: Virtual vehicle that is ready to be
physically assembled
Places to Work
•

Microsoft: New software for computers

•

SpaceX: Design self-flying spaceships

•

John Deere: Improving outdoor activities

•

Apple: Design new smartphone

•

Ford: Designing new car or truck

•

Boeing: Improving everyday planes

Figure A-4.9: Virtual image to analyze a product being
produced
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Figure A-4.10: Using virtual reality to
inspect a fuselage for a rocket engine

Figure A-4.11: Virtual engineering used to create
new and improved vehicles for the new market
Schooling
•

2-Year Technical Colleges
o Engineering Technology Program
o Computer Graphics
o Additive Manufacturing
o Internship

•

4-Year University
o Engineering Program: Mechanical Engineering, Industrial Engineering,
Automotive Engineering, Aerospace Engineering
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o Computer Programming
o STEM Focus

Figure 4.12: Both 2-year and 4-year schools associated with PLM
Summary
•

Ultimately becoming an engineer is very beneficial as there will always be a need for
more and more as companies decide to upgrade their products to stay competitive.
The work done by engineers is also beneficial to society and for their companies as it
could save them millions as well as make the products affordable for the everyday
consumer. Also, the projects that engineers get to work on are endless from creating
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robots that can act as humans to creating new prototypes of already existing products
such as planes and cars as well as being able to test their creations.
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APPENDIX B: PRODUCT LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
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Figure B-1: PLM Center Student Survey
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APPENDIX C: PROGRESSING THROUGH THE CAD SOFTWARE MODELING
FOR TURBINE BLADES AND TURBULATOR RIBS

Figure C-1: Original outline of the Turbine Blade

Figure C-2: Swept model of a Turbine Blade to add a curve to it
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Figure C-3: Small scale Turbine Blade with added cooling holes

Figure C-4: Mock Turbulator created on a flat surface
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Figure C-5: First model of full turbine blade with cooling holes

Figure C-6: Curved surface to apply turbulators
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Figure C-7: Combustor outline to be applied to cylindrical modeling component

Figure C-8: Timed out patterning of turbulators
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Figure C-9: First set of scaled turbulators patterned

Figure C-10: First try of curved surface for turbulator patterning
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Figure C-11: Start of recreating turbine blades

Figure C-12: First try or applying turbulator ribs to the surface of a cylindrical surface
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